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Lemuel Ward Peters,
Idoriir) and Counselor at Law,
w*»h!n*ton »!., Room 44, Rogers
Building. Boston, Mass.

I^ciidative SeMion

Ofnti.f.wen of the Senate vnd Hors* or
KKI’HESICMATIVICn:
I ne«*d not come, at the loginning of the
new year, to apprise the leg.slat tire of tie
state >f Maine that the skies are bright with
promise fur the future of our common wealth.
I unite with you in the abiding faith and
interest that is being manifested in our general pro-j*erity. We welcome those front beyond our 1’orders who come and join with us
ti. utilizing the great natural a* 1 vantages with
t
ir
r endowed,
Whili wo may
1"' k with pride upon the advancement a!r< ;uly made, y. t our productive
power in agri•ulture, in manufactured article* and other
produ< s. ma\ in* largely augmented, tin’ll
the Is ntdici.il ••rTccia shall l*eiietrate every
section of the state.
Ihiring the past two years, many millions *»f
ne v
apttal have l*een inve-t.-d in the state of
Maitie. in the enlargement of existing industry s. and in creating and advancing new
enterprise*, thus giving employment to many
thousand additional laboring jssiple. We are
making cn airr ; rogress than ever Itefore, a:i 1
>’ t we have only partially develojH-d Maine's
n. rm
ns
wealth. Our magnificent water
powers, unlimited in capacity And extent, are
1« nig rapidly utilized.
New and important
1.:.e- i.f railroads nr*» being c -nstrui ted w ithin
our hmits and additional avenues of trade
U ing opened. lTivate capita!, to a large
are
degree, lias ceased its westward flow to buiid
d enri. h other states and :s now more
ai
up
generally sc. king inve-tm- nt at
home,
in the development o<
Maine's resource*.
w;Th
Im’li
to
advantage
the
investor
and the peop.c. Maine i» rapidly attaining a
posit;, n to give employment t<» all, and to retain within h.
own territory tin; enterprising
young men and women of the state, who have
t.s. often, i;. the pa>t, sought other fields.
We
have an industry. .» people, a productive soil
and extensive wat. rways; our harbors are unsurpassed. our advantage* f >r commerce unequalled and our facilities f «r manufacturing
<
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Will leave Rockland at 6 o’clock A. M., or on arWedfrom Boston every
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Through tickets sold on board via steamer or
rail to Boston. Baggage checked through.
O. A.CWX KRTT. Manager.
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STREET,
ftp Buys and sells Real Estate. All persons
wishing to buy or sell Real Estate will And It for
tfl«
their advantage to call at his office.
MAIN

law that will give substantial encouragement in opening up these channels of intellectual thought and improvement. In the generous maintenance of our educational system,
our state stands almost unrivaled, and her
history is an eloquent tribute to the cam of
ir
free education. We should continue in
efforts to elevate the standard to the high t

possible limit.
The agricultural interests of the state form
the foundation of our growth. While the average yield of some portions of our soil may1
not equal that of other sections of the country, it exceeds in net income to the farmer
the fertile fields of the West, because of our
superior markets, continually broadening by
the rapid development of our manufacturing
and commercial interests. The valuable discussions as to the treatment of the soil and its
adaptation to particular products, now being
successfully promoted by the grange, the
farmers’ institutes, and other agricultural so-

ciadta, in connection with tha excellent work

j

upon
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rortn to up-

hold the honor of the American Republic
upon the field of conflict and of death, has
been ofxserved and faithfully kept by our people. \\ e should continue this just aid in behalf of the deserving “boys in blue” and the
needy loved ones of those who have gone

beyond.

1

!

!

j

The volunteer militia of the state should receive the eut ouragemeut which it so well deserves. Public interest an<l safety require that
a voluntary organization shall be sustain*-*!
and that it shall maintain the best possible
standard. The force should not be so large ato create a disproportionate expenditure of
the public moneys. It is anticipated that in
the near future the entire expense of maintaining the volunteer militia of the different
states will be assumed by the national government. and we should be in a position to avail
ourselves of the full advantages to be derived
from such anticipated legislation. Our militia is comiHised of brave and patriotic young
■ten engaged in peaceful pursuits, who are
loyal to our state and its laws, our country
and its flag. We should not hesitate in making
kuitable provision for the maintenance of an
efficient organization, such as the constitution
of tiie United States declares to be “necessary
to the security of a free state.”
The rejxirts of the various officers connected
with this branch of the service will be laid liefore you, and you should determine what modification must be made in the existing militia
laws of tiie state to conform to United States
regulations. They should undergo a careful
scrutiny, and all interested in the servi e
should have an opportunity to be fully beard.
The prosperous condition of our savings
banks furnishes pronounced evidence of the
fidelity of those charged with the management of those institutions, and conveys to us
the gratifying assurance that the accumulations of industry are constantly increasing.
The resources of our fiftv-three savings banks,
on the 3lst day of October, 1802, amounted to
the magnificent sum of $50,838,263.68.
The increase of deposits for the year 1802
was $3,119,406.71.
By the report of the state
bank examiner, it appears that more than half
of the entire deposits are invested outside of
the state. While these investments are safe
and afford ample security to depositors, it is
to lie regretted that so large a portion ot the
people's money is invested in securities beyond our borders. If we are to have continued prosperity, if we are to reach the great
possibilities in agriculture and industrial
growth that by continued effort await us, we
should create a public sentiment that will resist the flow of our capital to other fields. Tiie
earnest co-operation of our savings institutions
in steadily encouraging investments at home,
where it can be done with safety to the depositor, is certainly desirable.
We have in the state thireen trust and banking companies with a capital stock of $1,069,8U0. Their aggregate deposits amount to
more than $3,000,000. and their total resources
are

$4,866,324.67.

They

are

in

a

thriving

con-

dition. The twenty-nine loan and building
associations of the state, created for the purpose of encouraging the building of new
homes, indicate a marked degree of prosperity, and their beneficial effects are already
manifest.
Permit me to call your attention to that portion ol chapter 47 of the revised statutes, applicable to the old state banking system.
While I do not entertain the belief shared by
some, that the repeal by congress of the tax
on the circulation of state banks would authorize the revival of any of tiie old state
bank charters, yet, 1 am constrained to say,
the provisions of the present law applicable to

meh iMtiUttaq to Ml orapUmejiarjr or

u

cy me •. <*ti-iuuin»n. hut it h.i*
its a it In »rit > over the organiz-

wisely retained

and thu

partments should be such as not to comi*ete
Injuriously with any industry in the state
The general and financial condition of timprison is clearly and favorably shown in the
rejH*rt of the warden.
Kx* cutive clemency is frequently a*ked in
behalf «*f convicts in our prisons and Jails. Th.
interests of justice require that some representative of the government familiar with
Ilie case shall lie present at the hearing.
1
recommend that provision be made by law for
the attendance of the county attorney of the
county from which the prisoner was sentenced.
We recognize the beneficial work being ucomplished by the state and local boards of
health. Their united action in the enforcement of all sanitary precautions deemed ncce
sary for public safety will give us additional
guaranties of immunity from contagion.
The sacred assurance that fed from the lips
of the patriotic people of Maine, more than a
Quarter of a century ago. that the state would

The educational interests of the state should
he among the Grst in the hearts of the people, i
The strength and stability of our great repub- j
lie lies in the enlightenment of its citizens.
“Popular education is the pledge of freedom'
and the pride of nations.” The children of I
every citizen of the state should have an opportunity at the public charge to lay the I
foundation for future advancement and gooji
citizenship. The state owes this to its children. It is, therefore, with pleasure that we
notice the growing interest in our common
schools, the great safeguard of our civilization.
Their streams of light ana wisdom make our
homes happier and the state more prosperous.
The favorable sentiment manifested for a
tnore extended education than can be acquired in our common schools has found expression in the excellent free high school
system of the state. The normal schools,
successfully fulfilling the purposes designed,
are in a most exce'lent condition and constantly improving in efficiency. The county
educational conventions are having an advantageous effect, and the public schools are
feeling the good influence of these organized
Our colleges, seminaries, acassociations.
ademies and other institutions of learning are |
advanced in the union.
the
most
among
The great additional educational advantages that would be secured by a public library
in every town In the state, may well enlist our
attention. A small annual appropriation by
the several towns, with the pecuniary aid and
encouragement that would be rendered by the I
citizens, would, within a short period, secure j
the possession of a public library free to all.
No one could seriously question the wisdom of
a

j

j

safety.
A joint committee of the honorable senate
i
| and house of representatives will Lave an oj>portuuity to visit the state prison and observe
the workings of its various departments. The
legislature in 1*S7 passed an ac t regulating the
employment of the convicts. The division *>f
their labor in the different manufacturing de-

j

Captain.

REAL ESTATE AGENT.

be settle.! Iiefore Jane SO.
°r
he left * "h *" attorney for cob
*•
wive as | shall be unable
impet
.™*
attend to the matter per oDallr after that date.
GEO. A. PHILLIPS, M. D.

Ellsworth, January 8,1893.

Juliette,

On and after Jan. 2, steamer JULIETTE will
leave Ellsworth (stage to Surrv) at 6 A. M-.
Surry at 7, every Monday, and Thursday for
Biuehill. Brooklin, Sedgwick, Sargentville. Deer
Isle
(No. West Harbor), and Dark Harbor,
arriving in Rockland to conned with steamers and rail for Boston direct.

NOTICE.
me mint

p4*ople.

The restraining influence of our laws upon
the sale of intoxicating liquors has had a
marked and beneficial effect. The people of
.Maine have, repeatedly, reaffirmed their adherence to all reasonable provisions for the
suppression of intemperance; and the educational, moral and religious influences, constantly being exerted to maintain a healthful
public sentiment, have had a controlling force
in repressing the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors within our state. There
must be an active public opinion in support of
the laws; and whatever advance can be made
in this direction will tend to lessen the blighting influences of intemperance, and command

i-Nir

yet they do not contemplate a welcome to tie*
corrupt and vicious, the paupers, the degraded and criminal «lasses, nor to tho-e escaping from the pe t.knUal atmosphere of
any foreign country,
it will in time, if n<>t
pnqierly guarded, not only corrupt our own
national life, but diminish, if not destroy, the
great advantages that/'-surround the existing
oondtt;•cis of ialior. and endanger the health,
tla- h.i; j iuca* and safely of our ou n people.
The ottn i.ii reports for the years l*yi and
l',f- relating to the institutions ander the
ct the State, with the rejvortsof various office rand commissioner*, will be laid before you.
Many of them relate to matters that will require legislative attention, and the information and recommendations contained in the
game should have attentive examination.
The Male College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts is show ing commendable progress
in it- educational work, it is maintaining a
high standard of efficiency, and is in a pr*«sjwrous condition. This institution is annually
sending forth a body of young men titled in
actual training to aid In th® development of
our various industries.
The Military and Naval Orphan asylum
should receive your encouragement. Th* e
are now foriy-nin® children under the care of
tins deserving institution.
Many of the friendless children of the state
find a home in the Indu>trial >< hool for Girl-,
"here by kml and gentle treatment, and
under the intluen s of intellectual and in- ral
training, they re restored to ways of industry
nnd useful employment. The gratifying r.suits of th*- past justify the continued uni «-f
the state.
Tl.e reform school merits your favor. Ib
claiming young boys from crime and evil «-soc.ation.-, W*stow ing upon them an education
and tilting them for useful employments, mav
"ell command the support of the state.
We should accord to the deaf, the dumb and
the blind, the advantage* of a good education,
and the legislature should make suitable provision in their behalf.
The insane are entitled to the special care of
the state. Their lot i* the saddest that can befall humanity. To the great credit of our
state, you have never reluctantly orstintingly bestowed your public favor upon this
unfortunate class, and we should continue to
make appropriate provision f-*r their care.
Many, with proper treatment, can be restored
to their families, to society and activity in the
business world. The incurable should have
the kindest restraint consistent with public

main. all theeb-tncnts that attract nr a of enterprise and bu-mess, seeking new and desirable l H*at inns.
I>et every citizen en loving the protection of
our law- an-1 the freedom ot our grand institution* omit no opportunity to commend and
advance the c immunity in wnu h he live*
There -hould be individual effort among
our js-ople to encourage
every legitima
r small, on
enterprise and industry, great
our o« n soil.
They give employment to laltor
and increase the prosj-erity of our state
K'ery water jmw-»-r developed along o ir river*
and stream*, ever> manufactory i-r induair.
built up, add- to the well-being arid wealth of
Those inter- -t**l in Maine's growth must
tave
road and progr •*s*ve view*. .'
rea_*o!iabie opjHirtumtles shou.-i be neglected to direct the attention of our own citizens, and
those from ai r-ad. to the favorable and extraordinary advantage- found here for the i:.v e-tment of
capital. The policy pursued by
other states in making known their resource*
has turn drawing from our surplus wealth,
and we have contributed more than our pro.
portion *»f capital and men t<> build up other
communities. Our interests should center in
the advancement of our own state.
We need
only to put our capitalat'i* me in motion, and
during the next d*< ade—with national legislatton m»t unfavorable to our industries— we
► hall achieve a greater advance than ever
before.
la-t us encourage the young nu n ot the state
in th-tr effort.*. Many may be w ithout larg.c apital, yet they
poseoss the intelligence, the
industry and the enterprise that make- pro—
I*-rou* state*; they believe in Maine and de► ire hi r advancement.
I>d u* also rememU*r
f hat the young men of Unlay are to .guard in
the future the progress, the glory, the honor
and the- greatness of the commonwealth.
The nations! government deemed it llttitig
that the 4<t)th anniversary of the discovery of
America should be commemorated by an exhibition of the resources and development <>f
the I n.ti*d Mates and of the progress of civilization in the New World.
It was designed
that this exhibition should lie of an international character, jernnttmg not only the ;>eople of our I n. <n and of this continent, but
those ot i».l nations to partu spate.
1 he legislature, at its la.-t session, considering it important that the resource* ai.d
progress of our state should be made known
a? such exhibition, made an appropriation of
and created a commission designated
The World’s Fair Managers of Maine,” to
assume charge .d the interests of the state
and its citizen-, in the World's Columb:.>u
exposition of 1MCJ. Much interest is "being
manifested in this exposition. It is of great
import an ie to the state that there should **» a
favorable representation of the products of
our soil, of our forests and of the sea, of our
manufactures, industries, educational advantages and general development.
Nr
should we neglect to call the attention of the
world to the beauty of our scenery and the
healthf ulness of our climate, w here greater
attractions for tlie summer traveler can lie
Fund than in any other favored spot in our
country.
1 he sum designated in the appropriation for
the eres'wn ot a state building at Chicago
was found inadequate for the purjose; but our
own citizens by voluntary gilts in money and
materials, have
provided the additional
amount required for the erection of a building
commensurate to the imi»orlance of the state,
and constructed, principally, of Maine material. The state appreciates the liberality of
those of its citizens who have so cheerfully
and generously given from their own means
m aid of this worthy object.
A creditable representation at this exposition w ill be a source of gratification to the
sons of Maine throughout the country, and
ever) citizen of the state will feel a natural
pride in her progressive spirit, that sb« is
maintaining ln-r advanced position among the
oilier states of the union.
“.•sail on, thou prosperous ship of state!
.Sail on, O Union, strung and great!
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea!
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee.*’

cre«Tff5T>Te lo rfifc flrgTT ffhanctar ifandfng and
credit of our state. Whatever banking laws
we may have, whether state or national, should
be practicable and safe, securing to the public
t absolute safety and protection, and so well
t guarded that no suggestion of loss or evil can
f ever arise.
The people of Matne believe In an honest
and untnuneled ballot; they believe that
every voter should have a free opportunity to
cast the ballot that represents his convictions; and in the exercise of this right every
necessary safeguard should be thrown &U»ut
him. Our election laws should enable all entitled to the right of suffrage to express their
choice in the most direct manner and without
unnecessary delay. Nearly all the voters of
the state, embracing all shades of political
opinion, in exercising the right of suffrage are
governed by (tolitical considerations, it is a
preference of a political nature that they desire to express, and it is expressed by more
than WS per cent, of onr voters by casting their
ballots for the entire ticket of the party with
which they are allied.
If so large a majority of the voters of the
state can express such political preference
under the existing system of voting by placing
one cross. X. upon some portion of the
partv
ticket, it would hardly seem advisable to require more of them. The present method may
be substantially preserved, and at the same
time intelligent provision may be made for
the voter of any political party to exercise the
privilege of expressing his individual preference for any name or names upon his ballot,
without compelling the great body of electors
who desire to vote their party ticket to go
through the unnecessary formality of placing
a cross, X, opposite the names of individual
candidates.
The purity of an election depends as much
upon an honest count as niton an honest ballot. During times of great political excitement, individual members of parties sometimes distrust each other. The canvassing
and counting of the votes ou election nay
should be such as to inspire the greatest public
confidence, and remove all cause* of suspicion.
The several i*>Litical parties should be represented at such count, and whatever may b
necessary to accomplish this desired purpose
1 submit to your favorable action.
I recommend the repeal of section 31 of
chapter l'*-.’of the public law* of 1H01, authorizing the divi-i.»n of towns of more than ♦<««.
inhabitants and wards of cities into sepurnv
arid several polling place-*, and the appop.tment <»f additional warden-* and clerks to |» rform the duties of presiding officer* in such
detached voting precincts. S m- of it* prvision* are of doubtful constitutionality, »rni
the practical operation of the remaining p- rtion of the statute, at the last state election,
demonstrated that this section is entirely unnecessary.
With our large arid diversified interests.
**>zne private and s;ccial legislation will 1*>
found necessary. but l trust you will guard it
with a vigilant hand and coniine it to it* appp'pr .ate limit*. An amendment to our constitution, adopted by the {opular vote of the
I*<>pie in ltC5. required the* legislature t«* pr>v id*-, as far a* practicable,
by general laws. f..r
all matter* usually appertaining tospeeial <>r
The legislature, from
private legislation.
time to time, ha* exercised this power im-

Our shipping interests are among our imp-rtant industries.
That our enterprising
people are not to lx? surpassed in the construction of shit* of iron and steel is
already evident.
The relations between the employed and this
employers, in nearly all our industries, have
been harmonious and of a satisfactory charact« r.
We have been free from the disastrous
disturbances and conflicts that have been so
common in some other commonwealths.
It is
a tribute to the high
intelligence and character of the industrial people of Maine.
A great danger menaces the interests of
legitimate lutxir from the indiscriminate immigration that is
flooding our country.
Though our institutions are founded upon the
theory tlmt our shore* may be the refuge of

crv, wu nm our own do-
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guards.
The fishing interests of our state doser\<•
your careful consideration.
1 hey area »ouri«
of great revenue, and give
employment to
,»f
our
many
citizens.
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for which she found little helm She has tried
many tilings that promised well but performed milt
I..i-t fall a fnend gave her a bottle **f Hood s svarsapaniia. It seems surpns*ng what * imply one bottle could ami did do
tor her. Tin alia- i%> «»f headache decreased in
number ami were less violent in their intern
siiy. while her general health has been improved.* !*er appetite has also been better.
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For cloudy days when Hope lies low.
This note I send with tender prayer
“Re *ure our Fatbi'C loves you so.
H** heeds each sigh, each wearing rare.*’
And this for days both bright and Kray.
The Father bids me echo here
“My child, keel close, I lead the way.

i
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having a hensflcfal effect: and the contributions of scienee in promoting agriculture are
being brought into requisition. 1 shall be
pleased to co-operate with you in such Just
measures as shall recognize and forward these
important interests of Maine.
Judicious legislation looking to the preservation of our vast areas of forest growth and
the promotion of forest culture will tend to
onr material welfare.
The awakening interest that is lieing manifested in improved highwavg, insuring better
means of commnnicatian. is
worthy the consideration of the law making power. Every
citizen who travels, every farmer desiring to
reach »he beat markets for his product*,
appreciates the value of good public road'. A
former census report of the United States
shows that in some of the most fertile sections
of our country, ‘‘it costs the farmer more to
carry two bushels of wheat a mile than it
does the ordinary railroad to
carry a ton.”
And practically the same ratio will hold
g<*odanto his other commodities. These disadvantages are severely felt by every producer removed from rail or water communication. and the equalization of such conditions,
so far a-possible, is
certainly desirable. Improved roads will lx? beneficial to the consumer a-* well as the producer, and will
promote public convenience.
i'he legal rate of interest in this state In the
absence of an agreement in writing, is f p- r
cent, annually.
Some instances have coin**
under my observation where excessive and exorbitant rates amounting to more th in 3tl jer
cent, per annum have been exacted on small
loans secured cither upon the small farm, or
the dwelling or houte-hold goods of the laborer.
The amount denominated in the bond has
°ften been demanded regardless of the distress following it* enforcement.
The force of
public opinion condemning such extortion
does not afford adequate relief, and it < ai
only lx? found in positive lttw.
1 recommend
•u< h legislation, in the direc tion indicated. a>
will prevent this oppression.
More than tlikO persons are employed by the
railroads within th* limits of the state. T!
nature of heir employment is hazardous, nrnl
much depend* upon their care and vigilance.
They serve the public with fidelity, and
many of tlu-m. at times, with great j*eril to
themselves.
We should not withhold any
Jt-i-t legislation that will tend to throw
al«.ut them and the public additional safe
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ation of Home cori»orat:ous exercising important franchi-es.
A careful examination »if the laws of lsH7,
1K-V and l^l, discloses the fact that more than
4’<' page* in ea* h volume are devoted to private and special legislation, and a large portion
of such legislation relates to businesacorj«o rations, for the ineorjMiration of which ample
provision existed under the general laws of
the state at the time of granting such charters.
The constitution clearly ami unmistakably prohibits the creation of corporations by
speciai acts of the legislature, except for
municipal purp owes, if the objects can lie attained und» r the general law. We should all
constantly hear in ini ml this plain constitutional provision, and U]*on ail applications for
special charters, tir.st consider and determine
whether the objects desired can Is? attained
under the general laws of the state.
If they ran, the time of the legislature
should not be oonstimed in their consideration, nor should the general public be soups ted to the constantly increasing ex;<ens** attending legt-Lat ion of this character. If the
objects de-ired cannot be attained under the
general law. and are subjects of *(iecial leg.-—
Litioii, it «ill be your pleasure to give the
measures fall consideration.
l*p>pos«d leg
lainui of this nature should, before final
action thereop, have the careful examinat:
of the law officer of the state, and the attendance of the attorney general upon the legislature at stated times during the session is <i<
sirable and recommended.
In granting charters conveying special
privileges, and in some in*tano*--> authorizing
the taking of r.vate property for public us.
the greatest care should lx* exercised by th
legislature in protecting public interests, ami
ample provision should lx* made to fully compensate all who suffer damage by reason of
tlie powers granted. Special franchises should
not lie granted unless the legislature is full)
satis bed that those upon whom these -;*•* ml
privilege* are conferred actually intend toentcr upon ami pionecule the business included
their chart*.”. These great privileges an*
iot granted br the legislature to lx* held in
kbeyanre. or i>» prev.-nt other* fn-tn prosec titng the business intend*- 1,nor arc the\ gr.inttxi
o l«e bartered away.
The law contemplate*
hat the puhli* inUn-.-'s shall b> -:ih-«i »-d,
hat the jeoph* -hall Is- more than comi* licit ea by the re-tilting benefits.
I n-« oimm-n 1 that existing laws he *o modiisd that all acts of incorporati *n herc-aft*
tranted. carrying special privileges and
’ram l.i-cs, shall become void in two yearTom the time when the same take effect, unes* such corporations shall have organized
tnd actually commenced the business contemplated under their charters. These charter<sl rights involve he interests of the people
ind frc*ju*-ntl> relate to public improvement*
nthin th** limits of our cities and towns. If
In* progress i» made by those enjoying these
privilege- within the tune suggested, the pub*
j<- welfare requires that they shall no longer
d
permitted to enjoy this s[x*cial favor of the
itatc and ubstruct the public in.; rovements
that other enterprising citizens might lx? willing to undertak -.
'1 he right of >axation i.- a sovereign power,
xnd it i- for th*- government to ju*lge in what
manner and u,m what subjects the authority
shall 1» ex- r*i.—d. The fundamental idea of
taxati ’M is that ail property, movable and immovable, visibi and invisible, shall lx*ar it*
fair amt equal proportion of the public burden*. It route.opiates a uniformity of rate,
ind that the Valuation of the different classes
Dt prop* rty shall lx* uniform. “Taxes are the
enforced proportional contribution of persons
and property, levied by the authority of the
state f,,r the support of government and for
all public needs.”
Our constitution provides that “all taxes
upon real and personal estate, assessed by
authority <»f this state. shall \u‘ itiiiHir! iont-d
funi
equally, according to the just
value thereof." The exercise of this important power is subject to
your discretion and
control, and it is for you to determine upon
what subject matter taxation shall be imp"*ed, having reference, however, to a proper
exercise <>f the authority granted under the

constitution.
It is important that this power shall l>e
wisely exercised, relieving any inequalities
that rest upon the people. You cannot expect
to attain absolute equality; you cannot hope
in dealing with a question of this magnitude,
affecting the varied interests of the people, to
! command in
your action unanimous approval.
\ our purixise should be to pursue a
policy that
shall result in placing this public charge “so
that it will bear, as nearly as possible, equally
upon all."
The greatest elements in the progress of our
state lie in the prosperity of its agricultural
and industiral interests.
Property of this
character is so situated that it cannot escape
the exactions of the tax gatherer. Though it
may not be over valued, the tax is disproportionate and unequal if other property is not
contributing its just proportion of the public
revenue. There is no subject to which you
will more willingly give careful attention
than to these great interests that have contributed so much to the progress, growth and
dignity of our state and in upholding its institutions.
The manifest dissatisfaction expressed during
the past few years that the railroad interests
of the state, the wild lands, the telegraph, telephone and some other corporate bodies, together with large amounts of personal property, were not bearing their equal proportion
of the public assessments, is not without
foundation. An auvance was made in the
creation of a state board of assessors, but so
far as many of the corporate interests are involved, that board is without power.
The rate of taxation on railroad corporations
and on all corporations, companies or persons
doing a telegraph or telephone business within
the state, is fixed by existing law. Under the
present statute, the state tax against the railroads is in the form of an excise for the privilege of exercising their franchises within the
state. There is no direct levy upon the actual
revenue, but the gross transportation receipts
of each company constitute the means of ascertaining the value of the privileges exercised and form the basis of the state tax.
The buildings of every railroad company,
whether within or without the located right
of way, and it lands and fixtures outside of
its located right of way, are subject to taxation in the cities and towns where the some
arc situated.
The taxes levied under the foregoing provisions preclude all further taxation
upon the railroad, its property and the capital
stock.
We are not insensible to the great advantages resulting to our people from the excellent railroad facilities extending'from our
western borders through the various sections
of our state, furnishing easy and rapid means
of communicat on and aiding in the development of Maine's agricultural and industrial
pursuits. And we may well congratulate ourselves that the active management of the
principal portion of our railroad system is at
present in the hand* of Maine men who believe in the progress and development of our
state. These roads are under the protection
of our laws and share the benefits of good and
stable government.
After a most careful consideration, I am
satisfied that a portion of the railroad corporations of the state are not bearing their just
and equal proportion of the publio expenses;
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the government a substantial Increase oTtlie
revenues to be derived from such
corporations
exercising their franchise within the territorial limits of the state.
The method to be employed for reaching this
desired result is for your determination. It
may not. however, be improper for me to suggest that the existing statute applicable to the
taxation of railroad corporations, after more
than eight years of litigation, has been declared by a majority of the supreme court of
the United States to be valid and not in violation of the constitution of this state or of
the United States, ami the manner of
raising
revenue under the present statute is
within
the taxing i-.wer of the state. The
existing
method will not excessively burden new
roads, nor cripple those of limited earning
capacity, but it can be so adjusted as to
imi«ose increased taxation upon those that can
well afford to bear It. You should a]sit carefully consider the laws relating to the taxation
of the telegraph, telephone ami other inter<-st.s. and ascertain if they are
Iteanng tfudr
,Ml lit able proportion of the public charges.
Questions of **o grave importance to the people
should have the early attention of the legislature. and not Ite left to the hurried consideration that marks the closing hours of the
session.
The ref tort of the state treasurer will Inform
you of the financial condition of the state.
The l*.n led debt on Jan. 1. WU, was
Fifty thousand dollars of this indebtedness is
tiemg paid annually.
I he rate of state taxation for the
past two
years has t een Aft mills on a dollar,
yielding
an
annual Income of $ti&l.74l.9n This includes the annual levy of 1 null on the'
valuation of the state for school purpos.
ron-e juently
the state tax levied
specially
for the support of the stat#
government,
for the past two years, has been
upon an
annual basis of l*ft mills on a dollar, or at
x rate of 171% cents on each
$l»0 of the
valuation of the s'ate. The
present
law
requires that a tax of 1 mill on a dollar
•hall annually be assessed upon all the
pnq>trty of the state,according to the valuation
thereof, f >r the support of common schools;
that it shall lie distributed to the several
lities. towns and plantations according to the
number of scholars therein; aud that such
-um» a- shall not t>e distributed or
expended
luring the financial year shall, at its close,
be added to the j** mianent sch-*ol fund.
You must determine the additional amount
necessary to In* assessed upon the cities, towns
mikI plantations of the state, for the purpose
nf carrying on the government. The
people
ilo not a>k that we shall cripple the institutions of the suite by withholding proiter and
needed appropriations, nor that we shall refuse to pay those in the state's employ a reauiabte compensation for their scr\ ice*. They
io require, however. that we shall exercise
the sound Judgment that governs discreet men
In their own business transactions, and conduct the atTairs of the state in a prudent mauler, resisting any tendency toward extravagant appropriations and im r.-as.sl salaries in
the public service. The whole
subject is
within your control and should tie fr *e from
It concerns every citizen of
all part siustrn
ttie state; It is your go.xf Judgment that mtist
govern: and every measure should t>o cuty<*iir department of the government that hears.
Investigates and determine*.
It will lx* observed by reference to th** report of the state treasurer for tin* >i»ir ending IN**. 31. !*»». that
the treasurer was
oblige*! to make a temporary loan of $d/».>»*»
to ntwt tin* liabilities occasioned by upeeial
appropriation* and that loan is still outstanding.
Tiie current expendittin** should be kept
within our income. This safe arid salutary
rule should always be adhered to. otherwise
v- shall be annually creating a debt against
tiie state, which must finally is* met by inir»*iw*d taxation upon the people.
If prudence amt economy are exercised, I
r »o safely recommend that the state tax lx*
reduced from 2 >4 mill* to 2^ mills on a dollar
ef the valuation.
With a tax levy of 2^
hiiils, including the additional revenue from
other source**. :f no extraordinary appropriations a*e made by this legislature, tin; receipt*
1»f the
treasury for the next two years should
provide for tiie srinxd mill fund and for the
ordinary expenditure* of tiie government,
" bile the
temp irary loan can he largely reduced. if not entirely cancelled, and in the
m ar future a further Mulettant iai reduction of
of the state tax will be assured.
Tiiere are certain fixed charges and liabilities m the administration of the state gmvrninent that must is* met by
specific appropriations; hot upon all hills and resolves asking
! -r
eci it or
extraordinary expenditures <f
money. I urge upon you the most deli.x-rate
consider itton.
Though generous harvest*
haxe given their rewards to industry and
labor, tin tgh our inanufacturing,comtner ul.
mechanic il and industrial interests are moving forward with a quickening pace, yet every
unnecessary appropriation of money from the
p iblic tre uviry creates an unjust burden upon
tie* jicople. serves to retard our general progn-» and development and should not bo
« oiintenauct-d.
It :s appropriate that we should recognize in
tin- pub!,.- manner the Must rim.-, and patriotic serv ices of a distinguished ex-gox'ernor
»>t our state, lion. Hauuinal
Hamlin, who died
in Bangor on the 115th anniversary of the
I N-« lar.it ion of tiie Independence of tiie I'nite
States of America. He was conspicuous in his
public service for a peri-xi of nearly sixty
years. He stxxl by Lincoln’* side during four
of tiie dark* *t years in the life of our Republic.
He rests among tiie p»s:j le whom he loved,
sincerelv mourned by tiie state and the nation.
In ..ppro.u lung the pe rformance of tiie
duties delegated to us by the suffrages of our
fellow citizens, we come with reliance upon
the Devine Being. Infinite in power to comfort,
guide and strengthen, invoking hi* care over
the homes of our beloved people.
We assume
the rest*msibilities that attach to all positions
of public trust. We are here by tiie will of
the people, and they will review and pass ui«o;i
our acts.
They are the sovereigns and have a
right to demand our earnest effort, our best
thought, our unprejudiced judgment; and we
owe to them a conscientious performance of
all the duties committed to our < are.
ilKNUr B. Cl-M.VVKS.
s
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Mii>i>i.rbobo, Mass.
Before the flood, many people lived to
be very old—even hundreds of years. Why
they should have lived to auch an advanced
age, cannot be correctly accounted for. I
once heard a physician
express the opinion, that “probably they had no doctors
then, and lived the longer on that account.” He could hardly have been seriious, and if he was, it was simply an opinion and
by no means reliable evidence.

seed

“threescore years and ten.”

If he lives

When a
he Is called

years,

an

different and better people. Now, the
To sell
open gtog shop does not exist.
liquor for a beverage, is a crime. The use
of liquor by the citizens is the exrrption

people reach the age of seventy years, and
fewer still go beyond that. As my 80th
birthday will occur Sept. 3d of the present
year. 1893, I have lived nearly ten years
beyond man's allotted time. Sept. 3. 1893,
will be the 54th anniversary of ray minisI was licensed to preach the
try.
gospel
ray 20th
very little

on
a

birthday.
while

It

since

me

but

preached

my

seems

I

to

and not the rule. The change for the betis truly wonderful!

ter

Financially,

the people

are

in

a

prosperous condition.
As a rule,
they live in
larger and better houses, and have more
costly furniture, aud better kept grounds.
Their stores are large and well filled with
all kinds of goods in demand by the people. They have well kept hotels and halls
in abundance.
Instead of half a dozen

in

Trenton, Maine. But the
large pile of my sermons, written expressly for the pulpit, lead me to a different conclusion. 1 have not been idle during the
last 54 years.
first sermon

which in time sprang op and bore

a

reaches seventy
old man. But few

man

horses, they now have hundreds of them.
Instead of using the saddle only, they
now have fine roads and a large
variety of

I was born in Sedgwick. Hancock County. Maine, Sept. 3d, 1813. 1 am one of
eleven children and the only one living.
My birth occurred during the second war
writh England. My parents had a large
family to provide for. They were industrious, temperate and pious people.

carriages of modern style. Instead of the
little inconvenient school-house, heated by
a fire-place, as
used seventy years ago.
they now have large and well constructed
school houses on all parts of the Island,
and graded schools of a high order. In-

stead of a mail once a week, brought
eight years old, 1 was sent on horseback, they now have a daily mail
to Southwest Harbor. Mount Desert. Me.,
brought in coaches to all parts of the Isto live with my grandfather. Rev. Ebeii- i lam!
Instead of two post-offices the>
ezer Eaton, pastor of the
Congregational now have about a score of them.
church, ami who for sixty-one years, w as a
On that Island have been raised up men
minister of the gospel.
I remained in his i of education to fill the various professions
family six consecutive years. Afterwards and avocations of life. Their Influence
I was there a portion of the time.
1m a
for good is largely felt and increasing
very short time after leaving my father’s every year. Two weekly papers are pubhome my mother died. Iu the month of lished at Bar Harbor, with an extended
When I

was

March, iu my twentieth year, I became a
j Christian, as 1 then believed, and have had
no occasion to
change my opinion since,
That change in my life occurred sixty

j

j

!

circulation.

houses, and

Now, instead of two meeting
<*f them not finished on

one

the inside, they have nearly, or quite, a
j score of very nice churches in which to
I was on my knees j worship God.
years ago last March.
Their pastors are less secwith my father, while engaged in family
tarian and manifest a more liberal and pubprayer. The following autumn I left home j lic Christian spirit. How changed, since I
| to study for the ministry, and entered the went to the Island seventy-two years ago!
| classical department of the Bangor Sem- ! Nearly all who commenced life with rm
I studied faithfully while there 1 in 1813, have passed “over the Jordan.”
■nary.
and have endeavored to be studious ever When sixty years old I left Maine, but
since.

Many

!

changes have taken place on
Mount Desert Island, since I first knew
the place, seventy-two years ago.
I pro
pose to speak of some of them, as it may
Interest the young people who have not
a history of those
early days. In my early boyhood days the children had but few
school privileges. The schools were of
*«hort duration and teaching very imperfect.

j

j

j

j

In

house

ing

a

districts

some

school-houses,

and

a

there

room

in

were
a

no

private

have never lost my interest in the “Bine
Tree State,” ami especially in the Island
of Mt. Desert.
If the people have im-

proved morally

and religiously in proportion to their financial and educational advancement,

all

things, only knows

will become.

day may live

a

thing

un-

When I first went to the Island there
were no Sunday schools in either town on
The Island. The Sabbath, as then observed

i *»y the

of chnrch members,
If the Sab
fiath is a type of heaven, the children in
those days could have had but little desire
to go to heaven.
Many of them would
was a

stricter

class

trying day

to

children.

preferred the other place. When the
Sunday school was started by Miss Mary
Wasgatt. at Norwood's Cove, I was not
allowed to go. for fear I might pick ber
ries or play on the way, I went once only
have

that year. It was some time after, that 1
the first Sunday school paper. The
Sunday school books were written by good
saw

see a

Electricity may.
dwellings, stores,

people

ere

that people
children of to

railroad

runuing the

Such

by
improbable

or

an

even

event is

long, illuminate the

halls and churches all
('hildren yet to be born
may have views of progress ami improvement far more comprehensive and exalted
than the views of the most advanced met
of the present day. However much each
over

the ^Island,

generation may advance, there is in “the
far beyond” something better, richer and
far more glorious than can be found iu thie
world.
For each true
friend of Jesus
there is “an house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens.**
In “the city of
God” the supply will be ample and satis
factory during the ages of eternity. The
heavenly will far exceed the earthly in

beauty, glory

people giving an account of extra good
children who died young. Some young
people thought It was not best to be very

ami

honor.

BY KEY.

ture

people

crime.

ALI EN W. GUI

The sin is the punishment.

making

our

regular Correspondent.)

Washington Latter.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 2, 1893.
Representative Springer, of Illinois, is
usually what might be called a mild-mannered sort of

a

but his ire

man,

be

can

aroused; in fact it has been aroused vnd
he is

now as angry a fellow as any one
would care to see. He has been “skunked”
in the game of politics, and he believes
that a “cold deck” was used against him.

Spriuger is ambitious—those who do not
admire him say far beyond his abilities.
Be that as it may, everybody in Congress
knows that Springer is ambitious. It will
not be forgotten that he was a candidate
before the Democratic caucus of the presHouse for Speaker, and that at an

ent

opportune moment he threw the few votes
he controlled to Crisp, aud the result was

Crisp’s

nomination and election.
Another
result that Crisp was so grateful that lie
made Spriuger chairman of what is always
when in competent hands the most prominent

well

as

important

as

the

House—Ways
standing earnest

and

committee

«»f

Means—notwith-

protests against such
action from Democrats who had years ago
sized up Springer’s brain power.
As Chairman of the Ways and Means
commi.tee Mr. Springer has not only made
a
failure, but he has made himself the
laughing stock of a majority of his own
party in Congress by his “pop-gun” tar:It

bills, which

were
reported from his committee and passed by the House at the la.-t
session. But that was not plain to him,
for
he recently announced himself as
favoring the Cleveland tariff programme—
whatever that may be—and was instru-

mental In securing pledges from Democratic members of the next House to vote
for the re-election of Speaker Crisp, which
he fondly hoped would give him a “lead
pipe clinch” on the chairmanship of th«-

Ways

and Means committee of the next
a
position which promises to gu
holder much notoriety, if no actual

House,
its

fame, during
Congress.

life of the Fifty-third

the

>\ Den Speaker Crisp returned from that
much talked of conference with the l'r< >
dent-elect, with the Cleveland trade-mark
stamped all over him, things began to ge*

slippery under Mr. Springer’s feet that
wondered why some inventive genius
had never put political ice-creepers on tin*
market, and even while lie was wildly
waving his arms in an attempt to keep Imso

he

balance both feet went out from under
him, and he saw it written among the
that his scalp had been demanded in
Mr. Cleveland and promised by Mr. Crisp,
and then he fully realized that the tarilF
bill to be prepared —perhaps "approved
is the proper word; it
certainly will be if
it turns out to be true, as now reported,
^tars

that Mr. Cleveland will have that uieasur*
prepared under his own personal super-

vision—by
of

tee

au<i

House

w

Means commit
ill not bear tin

of Springer.

name

Misfortunes

Springer

come singly.
While
meditating on the suddei.
fall and tire vanity »»f ambition
never

was

of his

ness

Ways

the

the uext

informed that the man he hateabove all others—Hon. W. K Morris*>u
had been endorsed by the entire lliiu.cdelegation, himself excepted, f >r a seat in
Mr. Cleveland's cabinet. Now vou know
he

was

why Springer

is the maddest man in CunHe still wears a buttonhole bump
r»ut the expansive smile which was erst
while the most proiniueut feature of in
face has vanished, perhaps forever, an

g-ess.

■

has the look of

he
his

a

man w

up to the

nerves

mr

ho is
*f

working

doing

some

thing desperate.
Senator Allison returned :»• Washington
Needless to say that he was
to-day.
warmly welcomed by his Senatorial colleagues and his friends, both in and out of
public life. He called on the President at
once and they had an hour’s talk about the
deliberations of the international monetary

Sin ami its Punishment.

good, as they too might die young!
In those early days houses and stores
were lighted with tallow candles.
A few
were beginning to use a little oil.
that time there were no good carriage
roads on the Island and for several years I
didn’t see a carriage drawn by a horse, ex-

a

what

Some of the
to

secured for the purpose of hold- i length of the Island.
school. Sermons or lectures for the no means impossible
were

certainly

are

“blessed of the Lord.” If Improvement
goes on in the fame ratio for the next
three score years ami ten, He who knows

was

benefit of the children
known.

At

they

f From

The

twelve ago—the time when I first went to
the Island—have made It a different place,
and the inhabitants, in many respects, are

man are

beyond that limit he will have “labor and
sorrow.”

them.

save

If we look at Mt. Desert Island note and
the people who have succeeded the “fathers,” we notice a most wonderful change
for the better. Three score years and

upon this subject are
without foundation and probably untrue.
Since the flood the term of life has
been much shorter than before.
The

psalmist says, that the days of

to

good fruit. Many of their doctrinal errors have dropped
out of use, and their
successors in the ministry are preaching a
freer and fuller gospel.

speculations

All

frighten people than

to

light in those days seemed to shine dimly;
bat the religions teachers and leaders were
evidently honest men and probably made a
good use of what light they had. We are
not to despise the men of
seventy-five years
ago. The world to-day Is better for their
having lived in It. They sowed some good

2.

LD.

We talk of

penalty fit the crime, but Nathe penalty consist of the
When a man cuts off his right

the

makes

hand, the loss of his baud is Nature's pen
—The Kev. Edward Everett Hale, in the
alty for his offense. When a plant limits
Xuvemhi-r Atlantic Monthly, thus speaks of
its life to its smallest blossom, the only
the church-going habits of the New Engcept once or tw ice a year, I saw a tin-ped- penally is the loss of ail its larger bios
land of his boyhood :—
dler’s cart. There were some half a dozen sorns. When a ceil refuses to take advanWe’ went to meeting” morning and af
horses and those who rode at all used the tage of its favorable variation to rise
ternoon always, and so, 1 am apt to think,
higher, its only punishment is that it does
did all respectable people; certainly in the saddle.
not rise higher.
Evidently such a peualiy
The sermons in those days were long,
earlier part of those years.
I know that 1
cannot be remitted, such a sin cauuot be
never observed any distinction between the
without
taking away the free will
dry and doctrinal. The most interesting forgiven
size of the congregation in the afternoon
of the sinner. As long as a creature
and comfortable part of the sermon to the
and that of the morning.
I know that any
j chooses to stay where it is or to go dow n
person who had been seen driviug out of young people was the “amen." They had lower, so long it is an unpardonable sintown on Sunday, either in the morning or
uo means of
a
church in cold ner, so long it must suffer self-indieted
warming
In the afternoon, would have lost credit in
weather. In the severest weather, meet- punishment in the loss ol the higher charthe community. Frequently, Mr. Palfrey,
acter it might have won or in the loss of
ings were held in private houses.
the minister, would say, at the end of the
the actual character Its ancestors have won
Iu
about
my early boyhood days
everyfor it. This loss of character, this decern
morning sermon, “I shall continue this
iu
the
afternoon.”
lie did so with body drank liquor of some kind. The t-rglion, is the sole and the unpardonable
subject
me
umi
ne
wouiu
unuerManumt;
peneci
most of them drank Medford rum.
Near penalty for all sin of evolution; while the
have the same hearers. 1 wonder, in passwinning of higher anti nobler character is
church
was
a
my
grandfather’s
liquor the only virtue of Nature's code, and Is the
ing, whether that phrase “my hearers” is
A.
Kafnell. Ilis only sign
as familiar to young people now as it was
store, kept by
only reward for its virtue. Virtue is inthen. It was a bit of pulpit slang, such as was "spirituous liquors." At the hour of deed Its own reward, according to the
oue uever hears In a lecture-room or in a
gospel of evolution, aud vice its own punrecess (they had two long sermons in those
ishment.
political meeting. The people, instead of
the
went
to
congregation generally
being addressed as “you,” or as “friends,” days)
Aud, to my miud, these same conditions
Mr. Kafnell's store for liquor, womeu as hold good iu the
or as “members of the church of Christ,”
spiritual life of man. As
were spoken to as “hearers.”
I doubt if I
well as men. Then the price of a glass of physical sin is puuished by physical degenever hear that word now without
giving it rum was-only three cents. A man was eration, so spiritual sin is punished bv
a certain ecclesiastical connection.
spiritual degeneration. The man who nepoor indeed if he had not three cents to
It was a wonder to me then,and has been
glects all the favorable variations of the
ever since,
why the hour and a quarter buy him "a dram." The men who had spirit, the upward impulses within him
spent in “meeting” of a Sunday morning money enough treated the ladies. They toward truth and love and purity, the man
seemed as long as the four hours spent in
took gin or wine. The people who yields to the downward impulses,
school every other morning. I was early generally
toward impiety, hatred, and untruth,—that
who attended church did not get drunk on man is the
aware of the curiously interesting fact,
sinner, aud the only sinner, of
which nobody ever explained to me,that the Sunday, and but few of them got drunk evolution; and his only penalty Is the loss
afternoon service was ten minutes shorter on other days, though
many of them drank of character,—a loss which is not the rethan the morning service; but why that
sult of his sin, but is the sin Itself. The
to great excess.
Strong drink was in genhour and five minutes should seem as long
rejection of high Impulses, the refusal to
eral use then and kept in about all the famas the three hours spent in school of an
go up. Is the sin; and Its punishment is
afternoon I have never knowu, and do not ilies on the Island. It was not “the staff of simply that the soul does not go np. Tne
know now. Besides these two services we life;" but was considered as “life itself." yielding to downward impulses is puuished
had the Sunday-school. It seems to me it
It was freely used at raisings, launchings, by the soul's going down. The penalty
was always after the afternoon service: I
cannot be separated from the sin, because
know it was, iu the earlier days. A Sun- training days, funerals, weddings and it Is the sin. The sacrillce of the higher
then
was
the
a
season.
different
Hum
and
other
character we had or might have had, the
day-school
hayiug
very
thing during
from what it is now. Then you were exliquors were generally sold in all the stores cutting off of the right hand, the plucking
out of the right eye of our spirit. Is no
pected to learn something, and you did. and
shops on the Island. As the price more
For my own part, I have often said, and I
forgiven by Nature than the mutilathink it is true, that fully one-half of the was low, most any one could obtain it.
tion of our body Is forgiven. If we neglect
At
this
information
which
I
now
time
the
have
most
of
the
>11
Important
opportunities to go up, if we avail ourpeople on the
with regard to the Scriptural history of Island were
poor. Many were kept poor selves of all opportunities to go down,
mankind—with regard to the history of
there is no power that can prevent us from
the free use of rnm.
There were a few
the Jews, for instance, or the travels of by
As long as our will is free
going down
Paul right and left, or anything else which men on the Island of some wealth, but not to choose, and we choose to
go dowu, so
can be called the intellectual side of the
a great many.
shall
we
I well remember the first
ong
go down, in spite of OmnipBible—was acquired in Brattle Street Sun- man that I ever heard
otence.
When
a
man
chooses
to go downrefuse to take a
day-school before I was thirteen years old.
stairs in his house, we can prevent him if
of
1
think
his
name
was
glass
liquor.
We had little books which contained facts
we are numerous enough;
or, if begets
on these subjects.
We had to study these Hutchings, and he lived in the vicinity of lown in spite of us, we can tie a rope to
books as we did any other school-books, Norwood’s Cove. In those days mothers
aim
and hoist him back upstairs agsin.
and we recited from them as we recited
frequently gave tbeir infant children what But, when s man chooses to go down the
any other lesson. I do not think there
moral stairs c f his house, not all the men
was
much said or thought about making they called “toddy.” The little one would
d the world are
strong enough to hold
Sunday-school agreeable to the children. soon stop its crying and for a while sleep aim back, nor any rope in the universe
We were told to go, and we went; we off its drunk. As so
many children were twisted of hemp or forged of steel is strong
were told to learn a lesson, and we learned
inough to hoist blin up again, because the
on liquor the wonder is that all
it. As I observe Sunday schools now. this brought up
going down consists wholly in the choice
has been driven out; aud driven out, I be- of them did not become drunkards.
to go down,
(t Is a min’s choice that
At that time there were, I think, but two
lieve, by the pressure of the week-day
makes his moral character; and, as long as
school system,—a pressure which 1 am post-offices on the
Island; one at Somes- ae is free to choose and chooses 111, so long
fighting agaiust in every quarter without ville and the other In
io
cooceiv able by man can pardon
Eden, The mall was the power
success.
sin or remove the penalty.
brought to the Island on horseback once
But, though no power ontslde of a man
a week.
The papers were very few and I
:an pardon him or reverse his downward
—A Portland boy had to “speak a piece”
;ourae, the man himself can repent of that
for the first time in school, and he chose tbluk the letters were fewer still. The
townward course, and tarn back again,can
rate of postage then on letters was
that old-time favorite:
very
)e converted and saved. The man who has
“Twinkle, twiukle little star.
high. The postage on a letter to New -ested on bis oars snd drifted far down the
How I wonder what you are.”
York was 25 cents; to Boston 18 3-4 cents
dream may bend to his oars again, and re
He learned it easily enough, but when
;over his lost ground, In one sense.
He
and to Portland 12 1-2 cents. In this way
be came to speak it before the school, he
will never be where be would have been if
the people lived In my boyhood days.
was so excited that he made the
te had not drifted, never be alongside of
following
ha re been yountj but note am old," and refunny transposition of words:
.hose who did not drift; but be can pall
member these things perfectly.
“Twinkle, twinkle little star,
iteadlly up the stream, steadily heavenHow you wonder what I are.”
vard throughout all eternity, and so pass
I remember, too, that religions denomi,he point from which he drifted, so recov—It doesn't require any great optical nations had bat little real Christian fellowir his lost hands and eyes, his lost nobility
skill to give site to a blind asylum.—Bing- ship for each other, and some of the doc
>f character, and win ever new and higher
then
trines
were
better
calculated
:
hampton Republican.
preached
lobillty.

conference, to which Senator Allison was
a delegate.
The Senator agrees with Sec
retary Foster in believing that the conference has accomplished some
good although
failing of any practical results. He declines to express an opinion as to whether
any sort of agreement w ill be reached by
the commission

when it reconvenes next

May.
New

Year’s day has usually been the
brilliant of the year in Washington,
but this year is an exception. The first
day of the year failing on Sunday to day
is observed as the holiday, but the
gormost

geous
all

of

reception at the White House, with
the diplomatic corps in'the full

costume of their native countries,
all of the army, navy and marine officers
in full dress uniform and the officials of
court

the

»•

**r!i

f

vc

iiiilirinl

ait.I

«•»,

.1.

part men ts of the government, is sadly
missed.
Instead of being the scene of
this bright pageant the White House is in
quarantine, because of the case of scarlet
fever with which the President's grand-

daughter
are

no

is confined to her bed.
Then
official receptions being held, and

the uurnber of private receptions is very
much smaller than usual, as many of our
most

prominent

people omitted them as
their sympathy for the
President ami his family.

an

evidence

of

Marlavlll*.

There was a pie sociable at the schoolhouse in district No. J, Saturday night,
the proceeds to go to repair the schoolhouse.
Mr. Charles Carr of Santa Cruz, California. a foimer resident of this town,
sent his three brothers, W illiam, John and
Joseph, each a gold watch for a Christmas
present.
Elder Howard of Lovell, Maine, held a
eve
at the school
house in district No. 1

meeting New Year’s

Elder Allen, who has been holding meetings here for the past few months, was
united in marriage with Miss Stella (Jarland of Heed’s Brook. They have gone to

keeping

house in

Mr.

Alanson

Joidao's

house.

Colds

are

prevalent here.

Miss Lizzie Jordan went to Waltham t«»
spend New Year’s day w ith Miss Isabel
Jordan.
Mr. James Kimball has painted his house
and built a new shed which add much to
its appearance.
S.
Jan. 2.

Philosophy.
[Janie* Whitcomb Riley.]
The signs is bad when folks commence
A-finding fault with Providence.
And hulkin' ’cause the earth don’t shake
At ev’ry prancin’ step they take;
man is great till be can sec
How less than little be would be
Ef stripped to self, and stark and bare
He bung bis sign out anywhere.

No

My doctern it to lay aside
Contentions and be satisfied.
Jest do your best, and praise er blame
That toilers that counts just the same.
I’ve alius noticed great success
Is mixed with troubles mor^ or less.
And it’s tbe man wbo does the best
That gets more kicks than all the rest.
—Mr. Bonder—•*You’re looking well,
old mau; must have enjoyed yourself last
summer.” Ed
Bullwell—“Yes, I did.”
Mr. Bonder—“Find a pleasant place?” Ed
Bullwell—“Very pleasant!” Mr. Bonder
—“Where were you?—up in tbe Adirondack!?” Ed Ballwell—“No; on the right
side of the stock market.”—Life* Calendar

—At a caucus of the

(fllstoortb Jmrritait.
THURSDAY, JANUARY

lators of
Senator

Hale
nomination to

12,1893._

1

:

'i:.

—-—t—

Governor Cleaves'

Inaugural

at

received the unanimous
succeed himself in the

Of Members of the Maine

roniptled bjr Howard Owen.
SENATE.
Iu politics the members
follows:

Even the Democratic papers have
only good words for Senatoi Hale.

Governor Cleaves takes up the duties
<•!' the Chief Executive of the State as
if he were

veteran

a

we

—The reuoiuiuation ol Senator Eugene
Ilale, so ably aud effectively has he served
his Mate aud the country, came as a matter of course.
In this action, the Republl*

His

ill the place.

inaugural address, which

publish

lull ou the tirst page of this issue of
t'.c American, is proof positive that
i

the

of Maine made

people

electing him

i

no

can

the high otliee which

to

caucus on

Wednesday

even-

-Assesses

—

Congressional.

Senator
Wednesday. Jan. 4,—Senate
Sherman spoke in favor of soon disposing
i iterests of the Mate and the needs of of the Anti-Option bill.
House.—Little of public interest was
t ic people.
In view of such wants and done.
fed? he has made valuable suggestions j Thursday,—Senate: The Auti-Option bill
was discussed
to-day and Saturday were
t
the legislators to the end that the set apart for consideration of the (Quaranand Immigration bills.
I est interests of all our
people may be tine
House: The District Appropriation bill
suitably protected and advanced by was reported, and the Formication bill was
v\ ise
passed.
legislation.
The (Quarantine aud
Friday,—Senate
He refers w ith pride to the almost
Immigration bills were discussed.
House. Little of public interest was
i .numeiable resources of Maine, and

xtends

the

1

from

us

a

beyond

He

State.

with

■"

done.

word of welcome to those who

a

lively

hails

our

of

sense

the lim-

Augusta News.

prog-

ArorsTA. Me., Jan. 4. A general

gratitude

tive

-.itisfaction, calling attention to
important fact that within the last j

Republican

caucus

llns

legisla-

evening

re-

nominated Eugene Hale unanimously for
lulled States Senator, Nicholas Fesseutin
deu Secretary of State. George L. Real
two years many millions of new capiState Treasurer.
Fred A. Towers was
ta! have l eu invested in the State in I nominated for Attorney General unanimously. W. T. Haines's name being witheu’.ujeincnt --I existing industries drawn iu favor of Towers. For Council
nd in floating and advancing new en- ors. Waldo Tettiuglll. Fust District; M
F. King. Second; C. A Harrington. Third ;
terprise- and with them giving increas- E. A. Clark. Fourth. Fred Atwood, Fifth;
F. M.
L. G
Downes,
< 1
employment to thousands of people, Seventh.Simpson, Sixth;
lie assures ns that the dear old I’ine
The Democrats in caucus nominated
Tottie of Lewiston for State Assestie. Mate i- n -w
making greater prog- George
sor on the tifth ballot.
There was a sharp
st
than over lief-re, and that as yet tight ou Councilor iu the Seventh District,
the candidates being Geo. S. L* at ill ani
wo haw
barely commenced the work John
C. Talbot. The Powers-Leavitt Con1 developing Maine's enormous wealth.
gressional feud was revived. After wrangJ.
C. Talbot was nominated from
A <• -incerelv hope that every citizen of ling
that district.
The other Councilor caudi:

Tie

and especially every newspaper. will follow the advire of Governor
t h n\e> :
hi it no opportunity to com''!a:<

mend

advance the community in
hit h he r it lixes.
We cannot over.mate the worth of individual effort

■

among the pi pie of any community to
r-tper'.y encourage every legitimate enterprise and industry, great or small,

community. To
progressive views

that

are

indispen-

recognizes

the

great worth of

our
prohibitory laws to
and affirms that there must j
active public opinion in support

he State
an

the

:

aws.

The

mere

fact that

-the

nt Maine have

top

trilled.”

as

repeatedly re-afGov. Cleaves has said,

"T eir adherence to all reasonable
pro>: is for the
suppression of intern-

makes it

eranee
tc

ic

opinion

clearly appareut
overwhelmingly

that

supports those law- and their enforcement.
In behalf nl the educational intersts

of the Mate

the Governor

Augusta. Me.. Jan. 6. Gov. Cleaves has
appointed Ids staff as follow
Brigadier
General Selden Conner, to be Adjutant General and ex-officio Quartermaster General
and Paymaster Genera!; Brigadier General
Winfield S Choate of Augusta, to be Inspector General; Col. Thomas P. Shaw of
Portland Commissary General; Col. Frederick C. Thayer of Waterville, Surgeon
General; Col. William H Fogler of Rockland, Judge Advocate General; Lieut. ( d.
Charles H Prescott of Biddeford. Aide-deCamp; Lieut. Col. I-aiah K. Stetson of
Bangor, Aide-de-Camp; Lieut. Cok William M Whitmarsh of Norway, Aide decamp; Lieut. Col. Gilman P. Lombard of
Belfast, Aide-de-Camp; Major Albert G.
Rollins of Portland, Military Secretary.

1

Christmas in Dixie.

waxes

1 each.
fi
4

3
3
2
2

p ut.'

■

l-'T the agricultural interests of
Mate Governor Cleat es makes

flea.

These interests

with in

our

strong
the foundaa

a

business way several limes, and ;

j he had promised us suitable protection
during the holidays. I liked the man very
much, belltved he

was an

honest Southern

the Reform School, the Insane Asyetc.
He has a good word

lum, etc.,

with

Tunney,

an

very

abscesg in his throat, is slowly im-

proving.

for the Maine volunteer militia, the
saving banks and the Australian bal-

B. F. Clark, the foreman of the Merrick Thread Co's spool mill, is confined to
his house with the grip.

He feelingly alludes to the death
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin during the
year, and closes his excellent address

Paul Peaks, the Canadian Pacific Railroad brakeman, who was injured at Greenville some time ago. has been brought to
this place, where he is slowly recovering.

lot.

of

The lake is frozen over and the Merrick
Thread Co’s teams have commenced haulIn approaching the performance of the
birch to the mill.
duties delegated to ns by the suffrages of ing
cur fellow citizens, we come with reliance
The writing school tanghtby Miss Leavepon the Divine Being, infinite in power enseller, is progressing finely.
t > comfort, guide and strengthen, invokMr. Ware and wife have returned from
ing His cars over the homes of our beloved Toronto, where
have been to attend
people. We assume the responsibilities the funeral of histhey
mother.
t tat attach to all positions of public trust, i
Mrs. Staples, the landlady of the Lake
We are here by the will of the people, and
they will review and pass upon our acts. View House, has returned from Bangor,
'They are the sovereigns apd have a right where she has been on a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Hopkins.
to demand our earnest effort, onr best
Jan. 7.
Sal Atticum.
thought, our unprejudiced judgment; and
we owe to them a conscientious performNicholas
—St.
a
new volume—
committed
to
our
begins
ance of all the duties
the 20th—with the November number, and
care.
is fortunate enough to have an exquisite
—The condition of Mr. Blaine is rather poem by Whittier to show at the threshold. The poet’s recent death gives a tenmore favorable than It was two or three
der interest to the beantifnl lines:
days ago.
"For what must be I calmly wait,
And trust the pstb I cannot see—
That God is good suOceth me.
—Tuesday there was a big fire in Boston.
And when at last upon life’s play
Property to the amonnt of a million and a
The curtain fails, I only pray
half dollars was destroyed, and one man
That hope may lose iteelf In truth.
And sge In Heeven’i Immortal youth.”
lost his life in the rains.
as

follows

.-

:

:-—

--————

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bragdon, of Fargo,
No. Dakota, who have been visiting rel *
lives in this vicinity for the past three
weeks are expecting to leave for Florida in
a few days.
They will be accompanied by
Mrs. Bragdou's parents. Mr. and Mrs. F.
D. Hodgkin*.
We are glad to hear favorable news from
our young friend,
Harvey L. Hodgkins, 1).
I> S.. who left Boston last fall, in poor
health. He Is now located in Buenos
Ayres, S A., ant1 likes quite well. His
health is improving, and he writes he
gained twentv-llve pounds while on his
outward voyage.
Success attend him
Who does not want to emigrate when the
thermometer stands 12 below zero, as H
does here this morning?
It is expected that Hev. L. M. Bosworth
will occupy the pulpit here next Sunday.
We are glad to report Mrs. C. C. Coggins has nearly regaiued her usual health
('olds and bronchial troubles are prevailing, y«*ur humble correspondent having more than Is desirable.
The following persons were Installed
officers of Lamoine Grange, Dec. 3rd
M
J. F. Lear; O., H. E. Austin; L.. H
E. Cousins; A S., Newell Tripp; C., Alma
Coggms; T.. N. B Coolldge; S.. I*. E.
Higgins; G K Eliakim Ha-lam ; 1\, Lizzie Bellatty; F
Velma Lear; C
M A.
Earn ham ; L A. S Alice Bartlett. Brother
Ralph Youug wa* elected Steward but was
prevented from being present by a badly
rut
foot. Secretary reports membership
17»».
Lamoine Grange Co-operative Association meet* this afternoon f >r re organization.
Amount of trade the past year
ha* been about twelve thousand dollars.
of the grange is respectmember
Every
fully invited to be present at the meetings

A

HOUSE.
The Maine House of Representatives is
composed of 151 members. All the members belong to the two gr*at political parties. without any divided interests. We
find the political complexion of the present House as follows:

Democrats,

44

Total.

151

PROFESSION

OK

(KX'rPATIoN.

Farmers.
Farmers and merchants,
Farmers and sotiool teachers.
Farmer
and house carpenter,
farmer
and manufacturer,
farmer and lumberman, farmer and
book keeper, farmer
and civil engineer, farmer
and
millman, farmer and
apiarist, farmer and stone
cutter, farmer and
general
agent,

31
3
2

1

Lawyers,

Physicians,
Manufacturers,

Blacksmiths,
Granite contractors.
Hotel keepers.
Woolen manufacturers,
Mariners.
Stone cutters.
Treasurers,
Teachers,
Lumbermen,
Contractors and builders,
Clergyman, journalist, railroad
official, general agent, agent.
ca>hier. teacher and manufacturer, house carpenter,
apothecary. luml>erman and
station agent, dairy man.deal-

lands,

In timber
er. iron and

each.
17
22
5
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

Merchants.

er

Universalist.
Cnitarian,

Baptist,
Kpiscopalian,
Free Baptist.
Roman Catholic.
Liberal.
Christian. Hebrew, Free Think-

1

each.
29
18
16
7
6
6
6
5
3

1860.

Always

a

Republican.

Hannibal

do

East Sullivan.

The dancers here are having a merry
time attending daDclng school, taught by
Mr. Joe Wood. There are tweuty couples,
I hear.
Mr.

Ahira

Dyer,

hospital to have a
eye, is doing well,

who went to
cataract taken from
we are glad to learn.

Bangor
his

Mr. Will Simpson and Chester Johnson,
who have been very ill, are now improv-

ing.
Winfield Pettee has been at home for
short stay.
Warren

Grant

pneumonia.

a

has been very ill with
Don.

Jan. C.
seal Cove.

Wilson Guptill, Esq., one of the oldest
citizens, passed away on January 4, at the
advanced age of eighty-nine years. Mr.
Guptill was a native, and former resident
of Gouldsboro. He was a life-long Democrat, had been a member of the State legislature, was at one time postmaster at
Tremont, and was for many years trial
justice. Funeral services were held Saturday, Jan. 7.
School is in session taught by Mr. A. J.

Carver, and

having a profitable
term; it could hardly be otherwise with
Mr. Carver In charge.
We see by the paper that “Flossie” has
we

perfoimed
m v

in

The
an

tiiwani A.

mar-

iiupres-

Mason

Ellsworth. was witnessed by the relatives
and a few friends of the families Dr (\ S.
Bragdon. brother of the bride, was best
man. a? -1
Miss Addie < iarke. bridesmaid.
After the ceremony and congratulations a
tempting collation was served, anil all
went “merry as a marriage bell.** The
groom i- an enterprising merchant of East
Eamolue where lie lias a pleasant home
tilted for occupancy, in which they have
The sunny,
already begun hou-t keeping
crn eiful t«-inp**ram«ut and
kind heart of
tne bride make iur very
popular among
her acquaintances, and her many friends
in
this town are glad that, although
changed in name, she is still with us.
Among the va.uahie presents received we
< reamer and sugart oticvd the following
•wi. both -did silver, and oak rocker
from Mr and Mr- .1 W Bragdou. Fargo,
N »r!h lhk U; one-half d< zen solid silfer
tea-pot.n- Dr and Mrs. G. W. Bragdon,
S. «• i!e. \Vasbington ; one-half dozen silver
kuives. Jtsw Young: one-half dt*/.eu silver fork.-. Mrs. .1
H Bragdou; silver cake
dish. Mr- A. ('. Il ’li and family; Chinese
vase. Mr- A (\ Holt; one-half dozen silver soup -p’.on- and oak
enter table, Mr.
and Mr-. Win Smith; family Bible, Mrs.
E. D. Bragdon; go: 1 piece, Mr. aud Mrs.
E B Smith; two solid sliver spoons, Mrs.
Abide Au-tiu and son, Hollis Austin; land*
Mrs Myra
-cape Hud hand-work quilt,
Young: silver butter knife aud sugar
Mi--

Ellsworth;
silver berry
Hodgkins,

Kastport; silver butter knife. Miss Addie
Clarke; silver meat fork. Miss I’hosa Higgins; bauiixu) stand, Mr. and Mrs. H W.
Holt. Ellsworth; table-cloth and uapkins
to match, Mr. B T. Emerson. Fori laud;
carving knife and folk. H K. Buzzell,
Bang u ; table-cloth and napkins to match
and towels. Mi-s Lizzie Bragdon;
wall
picture. Mrs. Win. Smith; colored glass
flower basket. Miss Sadie Woodward; oak
book case aud desk combined, lamp, towels. glass preserve dish, cream pitcher,
-alt, pepper and mustard dishes from
friends; patchwork quilt, Mrs. Faume
Gilpatrick, eighty-two years of age.

Sallltu.

As circumstances were not favorable we
did not send In any correspondence during
tbe holidays, so did not bare tbe privilege
of wishing the editor and employee of tbe
AJOtnicAW a merry Christmas or s Happy
New Year, yet w* will extend to yon all our
best wishes for yonr prosperity and hope
that tbe year 1893, which we have just entered upon, may be the happiest year of
your lives.

Mrs. A.

8.

H. Taylor and wife arrived from New
York. Dec 31.
A

Emmeline is making two trips
per week from Rockland here, (Old Harbor) touching at Black Island, weather
permitting. She intends to make daily
trips when spring opens.
S. B. Bu'iker had a New Year’s
present
o! a tine girl baby.
Mifs Willa N. Biaisdell of East Franklin is spending the w inter witn her brother,
H. L. Biaisdell.
A Resident.
Steamer

Went

tirook«*ill*.

Parish meeting of the Congregational
church la**t Monday even'ng, full attendance as u-ual.
Week of prayer; meetings at the Congiegational hou-»e every evening.
We know of no damage having been

We have

The assemblies which take place every
with music by Wood's
orchestra, are very gay and pleasant affairs
In a social way.
Misses Belle and Lena Wilson are spending a few weeks in Bangor and vicinity.
The Sorosis of next Thursday has been
very kindly invited to meet at the home of
Capt. James Urann.
Miss Helen Smith has opened a private
school at her home for the winter months’
to accommodate
the younger class of
scholars.

ELEGANT LINE of

an

Job Lot of

Hamburgs,

very Fine and

Pretty Patterns,that

for

per yard.

12 1-2

c.

we are

An

assortment

The

<

of *Ues is

badly l>r«»ken, hut if

Kennebec

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATION^, a-they cannot reach the -eat of tin* di-ea-c. Catarrh is a
or constitutional disease, and
in ord»*r
to cure it you
mud
take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces.
Hal!'* Catarrh Cure is not a quack medicine.
It wa- prescribed by one of the best phv-icians
in this country for y ear-, and i- a regular prescription. It is composed of the l>e-t tunica
known, combined w itb the be-t blood purifier*,
acting directly on the mucous surfaces. | he
perfect combination of ttie* two ingredient* i*
what produce*-uch wonderful result* in curing tatarrh. Semi for testimonial* free.
K. J. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. ().
Sold by Druggi-ts, price 7.V.
Jan.

blood
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hast 10 kinds ot

Shirts.
Fall!

This

CO.,

Water St

January Mark-Down Sale
AT

Bargains
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are
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Culture
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will
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GrOODS. Gur **»liiv s:< k t I’
Dress Goods, Loth in Black him! Colors, also Prints Gingham* and
other Cotton G ods Marked Down for this Sale.
One Case of Prints Marked from (» and 7 els. to jc!\
.■

on

LSi»

ll->Gl\A7

THE SAME WEEK.

Tho-e

w

give their

Mimic

Ml«*
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;

L*vv« L af \<r\h>w j.r■
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A LARGE LOT OF HAMBURGS.
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They

join either rla-.- will )>i«aase

to

name-to
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■>

.icjmt ■ < i:<

\

Class for Ladies
**

c’*.

A large lot of Fi*

Saturday, January 14,
-A

.,

marked frofu 10 and 12 1-2 ets. to 8 and Pht.*.

Lockwood B Sheeting, X>' />'

Physical

KKOT1IKNS.

UH. ESS

Fruit of the Loom Sheeting. 8

are

very handsome and tht nrice

\ :ie,n

1\ U»,\.

liefore KHItut

\lKt\

»kxt

Blankets, Spreads, Cotton

tfw:

and Wool Un-

-derwear and Skirts
All IVT/irIsrtl Down

a^In

fad all

HOLIES BROTHERS

RI RBERS,

be found in the eltv.

CONFECTIONERY
description.

Of every
In randy.

All tbe late*t

N<> doubt but what
-w

i\

.-e’

we

to meet all

our

GREAT

1111-4

in

our

HADE.

slock will lie marked

entire slock of ROOTS, SHOES IMi

competition.

WHITINC BROTHERS.

largest and b«-*t *to< k of Orange*,
Lemon*. Hmana*. Apple*, Fig* and l>ate*, In
fa« t. the be»t a**ortnieut of Fruit of all kind*

bffiT the

to

for

DRV ROODS

at (IT PRICES, also

PRICES WHITTLED DOWN
--AS

ATEATl

TIIE

noveltie*

can

*uit you

tooth.

CIGARS.:

a

Will l#* sent to subscriber* from January
l*t. to the clo«e of the legislative *«**lonfor
The Journal i* the only paper giving
continuous and complete stenographic report*
of the work of the *e-*ion and should U* in
Besides
every intejligent borne in the State.
its .stale Hou-e features, it will continue the
magnificent telegraphic new* ser\tee that has
made it one of ttie foremost morning dailies
east of Boston.
The matters lhat Will come
before the Legislature the coming winter bn la
fair to t*e exceedingly important and wideawake citizen* every w here w illtn- interested in
keej ing personal run of them.
Those who feel that llie*▼ cannot afford to
take the dally w ill find the Weekly Kennebec
Journal an excellent substitute. It is offered
this year at a price easily within reach of all.
Only 3d cents from now till the close of the
legislative session.
BURLEIGH A ELY NT. Publisher-.
Augu-ta. Maine.

••

H. M. BYRNE &

(finghatns

.lournnl

*1 AO.

1.00
.79
.60

DO NOT MISS THIS SALE !

want

A. H. NORRIS.

If you li

I>i*lly

••

Bought

selling

Garments.

moved

Lkon.

■■

*-IMPORTANT-*

you tind the sl/r you

disapp minting

••

$1.25

ALL NEW GOODS

Muslins.

Fruklia.

not prove
Jan. !>

1.00

••

Outside

Cambrics, Flannels, Cottons. Lace and
Hambnrgs. Have just received »

Tuesday evening

|

••

••

an-

in

White Goods.

Mr. Henry Hawkins
heartily welcomed back after
their extended visit in New York and
Boston.

their parents.
Mrs. Alice <\ Morton, nee Alice C. Leland, and child are at home from Rockland
and will spend the winter with her
grandThe Epworth League, organized at the
parent. Mrs. Hannah Leland.
Methodist vestry a few weeks ago, is to
Mr. Alonzo Grindle and wife were In
be knowu as the “Franklin Star’’ league
towu this week on a short visit to Mrs.
It now has a* membership of eighteen
Grindle's mother, Mrs. Hannah Leland.
active, and ten associate.
I>r. E. F. Townsend of Boston, Mass., !
Arrangements have been made for Miss
who has tieen
sojourning In the eastern Lillian Crabtree, the elocutionist, to read
part of this State for several months past ! at
the MethodUt church. Friday evening.
in I he practice of bis
profession, arrived i Jan. 13th. Shou'd the cold wave continue,
at I his place a few days ago and was soon
the resiling will occur in the vestry.
after joined bv his wife
A fter spending a
W. B Blaisdell, K*q came home from
few days with Mrs. T's brother, Mr. Mark
II Haynes, and visiting relatives at Ells- Augusta. Thursday evening, and will re
turn Wednesday next.
At a meeting of
worth Falls, they returned to their home
the Sullivan Tow Boat Co., at West Sullion Wednesday of this week.
van
Sat.irilav
with
*
vii>ur itf
nnltimr
Rev A. J
Haynes, who Is attending § larger boat on the rout** another season,
school at a university in Boston and who
H**p. Blslsdell wa* authorized to comha- been at home ependlug the
holidays municate with Bath and Portland builders.
with h'.s parents, returned on Thnrwdsv
L H. Orcutt, Esq met with quite a serthis week, accompanied by his cousin.
Miss Kittle Sargent who will go to her ious Injury recently, by being thrown
;
from his buck-board, a spinal trouble re
home in Waltham. Mass.
the fall.
We are glad to
Mr. Elmer S. Haynes entertained a party suiting from
note his improvement under Dr. Homer's
of his young friends at his home on New
treatment.
Year s eve. Dec. 31. Cake and ConfectionMrs. II. A Doyle's continued illness Is
ery were served ami the company all joined
a
matter of great regret to her many
in voting it a
jolly time.
friends.
7.
Roy.
Miss Geneva Fernald has returned home
after a prolonged visit with her sister.
Hfun'a Ulmd.
Mrs. Lula Crabtree, at Hancock.
On the last night of the old year, a
Sunday night was the coldest registered
grand serenade was given in honor of the
this season, and some say the coldest in
marriage of E. K. Pettingill. junior part- two
years.
ner of (i
W. Pettingill is. Son, who have
Smelt fishing is quite a business here.
been doing an extensive granite business
in this place for the past few years.
The
Skating parties have been in high favor.
Swan’s Island band was called out. A
The Ice-bridge is a present convenience.
large military parade dressed in uniform
The “beautiful snow” has long delayed
with tin* Mar*, and stripes waving wu folIts coming; may the present indications
lowed b\ a torch light

1.25

'Ibis h>t cnutaina
This Is the time of year when you will lie
teres ted in

most

Mr. Charles T. Bunker and family have
from the Franklin Exchange to
their cottage adjacent, where It is hoped
Mrs. Bunker will regain her health.
The family of Mr. Ben. C. Graves returned to their home from Northeast II arbor last week.

Shirt for

"

.75

Miss Louise and

were

$1.75

A

people.

Fred L. Morch, wife and little
daughter, Theo, who have made their
home at Newport. Me., for sometime
past,
were at home aDd
spent the holidays with

pleased.

we have decided to have
other break in the prices.

en

remainder of the winter.
at her departure from

small circle.
Rev. L. D. Cochrane delivered a flue
discourse at the hall on Sunday morning.
Hla subject was, “Nothing venture, nothing have,” from Eccls. XI: I. Cast thy
bread upon the waters anfl It shall return
to thee after many days.
He poiuted nut
very earnestly and clearly that ail men
are equal, and all are sons and daughters
of God, with an infinite capacity for good
An excellent New Year’s sermon was
preached by Rev. Mr. Weed on Sunday
evening from Eccls. 7 8; “The end is
better than the beginning.” There was an
unusually large attendance of young
our

Shirt?

a

YES, you will rav when you
hear the price at which we are
selling them. As sizes are brok-

-i-on-

Mach regret Is felt

Mr.

priate for the occasion. As the bride and
groom appeared, the steamer Emmeline
lying at tire wharf close by saluted, congratulation** were extended, three hearty
cheers given and then the treat was passed
around. Perfect order was maintained.
About 173 witnessed the serenade and pronounced it the best ever seen on the Island.
It was thought by the smiles on
some of the aged faces that it reminded
them of their younger days. Wishing the
bride and groom a very happy New Year
and a long life of happiness and
prosperity ail left for their
respective homes well

Do You Want

Still Agents

Cummings has closed her
“Lombardy,** and returned

summer home,
to Boston for the

Mr. Howard Bartlett, one of our most
promising young men, who has been absent from home about three
years employed in Boston, was at home and spent
the holidays with his uncle and
aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Galley.
He also visited
his sister and other relatives at Bartlett's
Island and his aged grandparents, Mr.
Moses Carter and wife, at South Surry.
He returued to his place of business on
Tuesday of this week.
The sad news came to us on Saturday of
last week of the death of Capt. Howard M.
Curtis of South Surry. He has several
relatives and friends in this place who are
pained to kuow of his early demise. We
extend our condolence to the aged parents,
also the widow and three helpless children
who are thus left early In life without the
help and guidance of a kind husband and
father.

riving at
the band

are

iBg.

Tbe Oak Point Sunday school scholars,
under the able management of their superintendent, Mrs. Hattie M. Marshall, gave a
concert on Christmas evening which was
both profitable and Interesting. Tbe scholars are mostly very young and this, I
think, was their first attempt before the
public.
Notwithstanding all this their
parts were finely rendered aud,as we heard
a member of tbe audience
say, everything
was a grand success.
There was a fair attendance although it would have been
much larger but for the severity of the
weather.

procession. On arthe residence of the happy couple
played several airs, very appro-

We

Mr. W. 0- Emery, who wan united in
with Mias Lulu Bartlett of Eittsfleld, laat Wednesday, arrived with his
bride al the Manor Inn on Saturday inorn-

marriage

Vanishing

Point

as

Possible

AT*

Now. then. we know we can ph a-e you. Ju*t
call and a*k for the be*t
or 10 c« nt cigar in
the city.
You will yet it every time at our
eou uter.

pipes:

pipes:
And

*nn

k« r** article*

we

keep
pipe

a

complete

line

When you want a
call. You will
find our price* lowe*t ami -dock large*t.

of.

We Wholesale Confectionery,
Fruit and Cigars
a*

low

and

as

any firm In Maine,

f iT“<»et price*

be convinced.

Now is Your Time for
We
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cheaper Ilian
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STREET,

Ellsworth,

them.

never otter
are

Holmes Bros.,

do not believe in (

Bargains !

Waine.

Manson G. Larrabee.
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Cut on
TowThe people of the town interested in the
looked
f.
r» ird ••• «
r.
!
Janre
nu*
r>
w
ish to express their
Black and Colored
els.
Table Linreading room
Per- of our patron- wh a.
ill
-:,u
d
thanks to the editor of the Ei.i.sw«>Rni
that the;, ean wait and tak’-nd- i;
.!
jr
ens and
A.MKKKas and to all other editors and
Cut Down in Prices !
managers of papers who have encouraged
<1 me to the shipping in our harbor, in the
We are making a -tr< _■
;•! t.;.u
ver :
us in tin* work by sending their
Goods.
late south east gale.
papers to
make this sale a -u*
u.d ha\•
!■
n
our room free.
Our room, pleasantly sitMiss Lillian Greene, who has made sevRf I»I
I I n
I || \\ | \ 1 }|
SWKKPlMi
our
uated over J. T. Hinckley's Sons’ store, eral
So to Speak.
trips the p»st fall with her father, i
mark d,»u n in our
facing Main street, and run in connection
c»pt Geo. Greene, on the barge Hope,
Woman is wonderfully made! Such beauty,
with the ladies’ social library, was opened
to
between Providence. R I.. and Nor- grace, delicacy and purity are alone her posplvitig
to the public on New Year’s eve. arid has
fo k, Va., returned home last Saturday sessions. So ha- *he weaknesses, irregularibeen opened regularly each week day night
ties. functional derangements, peculiar only to
and left Monday foi Little Deer Isle where
U
nr
•••II
since.
It i- very neatly aud conveniently
ry a.,.1 r,..
she has engaged to teach school. Miss herself. To correct these and respire to health
■iro
’:•
«
«.:•••w
titled up with table, chairs, newspaper
, .•
Lillian reports a rough passage the last her wonderful organi-m require* a restorative
til.
|
rigid i!
!•■■ h.tracks and the best Atwater flies. The
especially adapted to that purpose. Such h
one up the coa-t from Norfolk
>N
M
-t
SII*Kft
ATI*
<»f
ll.*
w
?:.
»t !*■--* than
one i» Dr. Pierce’* Favorite Prescription
will tber> be .» t i•
-v
w
room is well supplied with
,4
posdaily, weekly
Fred Jones, who !s iu business at Bel- sessing curative and regulating properties to
cost, as vre have made up our mind to -«-! 1 every
thi- '1‘ partir.eMt
and i'lustrated papers; beside these, the
iu
; .•
Send
for
a remarkable degree.
Made
for
this
the
fa-t,
Sabbath
with
his
in
stock
n--.
purpose
within
the
r.
pa-sed
next
h.
urarmei.t
-ale
patent-,
managers of the college
papers of the j
alone -recommended for no other ! Continfollowing are -one •>( the It \ Rt, \ I N w,
:T>
State have kindly put ns on the free list, = Capt. and Mrs. Jerry Jones.
hiMren'- and Mi--.
«.,-*.••■
II
growing in favor, and numbering a* its
so we have now 7?**
Miss Laura H. Jones who was so very ually
Ladles’ ami Misses* *' on Jacket.n
*j
reduced
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E.. Ellsworth. Rereligious preferences reportand
counselor
at law, single;
ed, attorney
Born in Hampden, graduated at
age 34
Colby University in 1879, and Boston University Law School in 1882. Has been engaged in the practice of law at Ellsworth
siDce January, 1883. Always a RepubliHamlin,

v«

riage ceremony,
\e mar tier oy

new

Blaisdell. Walter B., Franklin. Republican, Methodist, granite dealer and
merchant, married, age 37. Born in Franklin ; attended the common and high schools.
Selectman two years; towu clerk one year.

publican.

«

ILot
Bragdon. both of this town

Kluvhtll.

er,
1 each.
No religious preferences,
33
No religious preferences reported,
7
Twelve members tailed to furnish any
data from which to make a report.
Abbott, George W
Bucksport. Republican, no religious preferences reported. mariner, married, age 54. Born in Penobscot, Hancock county, educated in the
common school, graduated from old ocean
after twenty-five years’ experience as sea
captain. Chairman of the board of selectmen of Bucksport for the last four years.
Cast his first vote for Abraham Lmcolo
in

M

N -rth Lamoine. on
the contracting parties
L Smith and Mi-.* Leila

Bragdon.

Annie Robinson,
oak dock. Dr. (’. S Bragdon;
Dr. and Mrs. H. (i.
spoon,

religion.

Congregationalism
Methodist,

pleasant home wedding occurred
*idence of the bride's mother,

Mr*
E 1>
Christina*
•>*
ing Mr.

-poon.

fish deal-

brass founder,
die maker, surveyor of logs,
dealer in lumber and ice,
yachtman. real estate broker,
workingman, stabler, packer
of
sardines,
shipbuilder,
cooper,

very
the i•

at

gentleman, and Miss Giles and the other
tion stoues on which must rest the I teachers were quite anxious to meet him.
Monday morniug in company with another
fabric of our Slate prosperity. He he called at the oflice, said they should
commends the excellent work which ride through the grounds at least once an can.
hour and they thought we need fear no
the grange, the farmers’ institutes and shots.
Hopkins. Hott H., Trenton. RepubliThey also asked if they could look
no religious preferences, trader, sinother agricultural societies are doing around the buildings, and Miss Giles was can,
29.
Born and educated in Trenvery glad to show them round and got gle; age
in the diffusion of agricultural knowl- them to
ton.
promise that they would come at
and eat Xmas dinner with us.
McKennf.y, John M.. Surry. Republiedge ; at.d expresses keen appreciation 1 o’clock
can, no religious preferences, farmer, marThey did so, were taken into the
of the contributions of science to pro- room and introduced to all the reception ried ;
age 41. Born in Sebago, and attend
company
mote agriculture.
He expresses the and seemed to have a flue time. When ed the town schools. On board of selectthey left they said any time they could aid men two years. Formerly a Democrat
pleasure it will give him to co-operate | us o/Scially or as gentlemen they would be
Penney, J. W Sedgwick. Republican,
with ilie legislature in any just meas- pleased to do so.
no religious preferences, blacksmith, marIt was a big thing for us. No Southerner ! ried ; age CO. Born In East
Eddington,
ures to
promote our agricultural in- ever accepted an invitation to a big din- and attended the common schools.
Has
ner in a
terests.
“nigger school'’ before, and it served on the board of health since its orwill go all over the city. The ball fired in
a
ganization.
Always Republican.
We cannot review his whole ad- here at election time is
the only one we
|
Boueks, Wililam, Bar Harbor. Demoress.
Suffice it to say that he makes have had this year. That was from a crat,
Cougregationalist, physician, marWinchester and just passed over Miss
t
strong plea for improved highways, Packard's head ; ’twas a pretty close call ried ; age 52. Born in Hampden, and educated at Hampden Academy.
Was in the
the shipping interest, the fishing inter- for her; but there is nothing like being I
naval service during the war; entered as
friends with the police, and six of
good
t -t,
j
and
discharged as an ensign
pays itis compliments to the lines the rowdies who have been slinging balls ! [paster's mate,
after serving three years. Has served as
of railways in the State, and highly | at us in years past, have been arrested this J
of schools in Hampden.
supervisor
At j
fall and put into the chain-gang for from
commends our literary and charitable
member of bohrd of examining ;
five to ten years—that will sober them present
surgeoDs for U. S. pensions.
institutions such as the State College down a little.
Thlrlow, Wilmot
B., Deer Isle.
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, the
Democrat. (No return.)
Lake View.
James
Military and Naval Orphan Asylum,
who has been
sick :
are

from the Sanger
Herald, California, of Dec. 17th: “Married In Sanger, Dec. 14tb, by Rev. J.
L. Wood, Sewell Saulsbury and Mrs. L. C.
Joy.” Farther on we read: “Great was
the Joy, that befell Sewell Saulsbury at tbe
residence of Rev. J. L. Wood on Wednesday evening, at which time he and Mrs.
L. C. Joy were united in matrimony.
Both are well-known residents of Sanger,
and the Herald joins their many friends
in wishing them a smooth voyage across
life’s sea." Mr. Saulsbury was a former
resident of Lamoine. an«l Mrs. Joy of Hancock, Maine.

publican.

These interests, lie says.
1'olieetuen I»ine at a
Nigger school."
'1
; be uni..! g
the first in the hearts
Miss Lucy II. Tapley, a teacher in Spel- Always a Republican.
t ti
Buck. Albert R., orland. Republican,
people. T he Mate owes to its ; raan Seminary, Georgia, has written to a
CoDgregationallst, merchant aud farmer,
hi!.Iren, to the rich ami poor alike, the friend in this
county, as follows;
married ; age 44. Born in Orland, aud eduWe had our Xmas dinner on Monday, cated at the Last Maine Conference Semiopportunity at the public charge to lay | Dec.
20. and had the faculty from Atlanta ! nary. Town treasurer three
n its common schools the foundation
years; chairSeminary here as guests, and fico police- man of the board of selectmen one year.
for
future advancement and good turn, wuitu wa? quite an eveui. uoe ui | Always lived in Orland, and been m trade
them was a man I had had some dealings 1 there
twenty-seven years.
citizenship.
■

following

the last Senate, and was very eflicteut in
service for the benefit of his section of the
State. Besides being a practicing physician, is a dealer in Mt. Desert lands. Educated at the New York University. Always a Republican.
SroKFoium Ei.mkk P., Deer Isle (Hancock county). Republican, Liberal in re- of the grange, and tho>e who cannot come
ligious preferences. lawyer, married ; age I will confer a favor by sending in letters
29
Born in Deer Isle; educated in West- or communications for reading in grange.
brook Seminary and by private tutors
Miss Lil ian Crabtree recently gave one
Pursued the study of law in Portland, and of her select
readings at Town Hall.
was admitted to the bar in
Prac188f».
The post-office at Lamoine Beach has
ticed profession in Portland for a year, and
then removed to Deer Isle. Was elected been discontluu* d. and this office has been
county attorney for Hancock county in made a money order office.
Jan.
lisss. and re-elected in ls90.
Always a Re-
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Cleaves

4

3
2

1 each.
Unitarian,
No religious preferences,
5
No religious preferences reported,
2
Gkinple, Robert L., Mt. Desert (Hancock county).
Republican, Congregationalism physician; married.
Member of
the Legislature of 1875. '87 and '89. and of

as Governor,
with regular ceremoThe Hall of lit presentatives was,
with
The volt:
men must be
humanity. It was a brilliant
encouraged packed
gathering of leading people. A special
at
home.if we would prosper as tram from Portland
stay
brought many citizens,
"• e deserve.
delegation of the Portland
They may be poor in ina- also a oflarge
which Mr. Cleaves is a member.
Club,
•x't.al wealth, but
they are rich in in- The inauguration ceremonies were very
• l-i-’eme.
energy, integrity, character imposing. Gov. Cleaves delivered his inaugural address. which was markedly brief.
: d go
1 habits. "Let us remember,”
The nominees of the general Republican
‘C
that the young men of to- caucus Wednesday evening, Nicnolas Fesstix»,
senden for Secretary of Slate, Frederick
ny are to guard in tiie future tiie A. Powers for
Attorney-General, and the
tire
•regress,
glory, the honor and the members of the Executive Council, Waldo
M.
F.
King. ('. A. Harrington,
Petungiil,
:reatncss of the commonwealth.”
Edwin A. Clark. Fred Atwood, F. M.
In \:< xv m Maine’s vast and won- Simpson, L. G. Downes, were elected by a
^
if;.! re- urees i.e emphasizes tiie im- party vote iu joint meeting of both branches and qualified. The Senate voted to have
ottht.ee that at tiie coming World’s a special committee on taxation. The
ulutnbiau exposition of the present House concurred.
Adjourned to Tuesday. 4 JO i*. m.
< ar. tiiere
shall in a favorable repreThe Executive Council organized this
tation of tiie products of our soil, afternoon. F. Mar.on Simpson, Councilor
from Penobscot, was elected Chairman
t our forests anil of tiie sea, of our
The Council appointed E. C. Milliken of
manufactures, industries, educational Portland State Pension Agent, the appointment to take effect Feb. 1.
Mr Milliken
chantages and genera! development. served iu the Army of the Potomac, en’Xi r si.ould \\e." be Wei! savs. "lieg- listing in the Thirty-first Regiment when
1J years of age.
The Governor called the
et to eall tiie attention of tiie world
attention of the Council to the Prison Inthe beauty of our scenery anil the spectors’ rep rt, stating that there seemed
to f>e some reflection as to the exercise nf
•alth: lines- of our climate, where the
pardoning power by former Execugreat, r attractions for the summer trav- tives. This feature of the report will probably be discussed by the Governor and
> h r
;ii be found than in
any other fa- Council. Governor Cleaves will probably
red spot in our
appoint his staff this week.

< iiivernor

10
3

Liberal,
Friend, Catholic, New Church,

nies.

country.”

OCCUPATION.

RELIGION.

urated

sable.

age.

Congregationalism
Free Baptist,
llniversalist,
Methodist,
Baptist,

Ait.iMA. Me., Jan. 5.
At this forenoon’s session of the Legislature. General
Henry B. Cleaves of Portland was inaug-

this end broad

ol

merbusiness, publisher,
chant tsilor, granite cutter,
physician,

laud. K T. Rundlett c»f Lincoln, S. \V.
Gould of Somerset, A. S Kimball of Oxford. George E Dodge of IVnob-cot, R
H. Moody of Waldo. William M. Pennell
of Brunswick was nominated for Secretary of State, Jere G Shaw of Biddeford,
State Treasurer; J. II. Montgomery. Camden. Attorney-General.
The Republican State Committee this
ereuing chose J. H. Mauley Chaimian.
George L. Beal Treasurer.

i

a:

OR

egg dealer, farmer and manufacturer. lumberman and land
surveyor, wool and tanning

a

v,.uiidc--me to

31

PROFESSION

keen appreciation of the
wants of the business and industrial

1

1

Lawyers,
Farmers,
Merchants,
Manufacturers,
Lumbermen,
Farmer and trader, farmer and

tor.—Levinon* Journal.

•mmonwealth in all their departments,
lie reveals the gratifying fact that he

30

county, who is 29 years

|

Cleaves, in this, his first State

as

The oldest member at the hoard is Hon.
Wm. M. Cook of Cumberland county, who
is 07 years of age.
The youngest member
is Hon. Elmer P.
Bpofford of Hancock

of the leaders iu the upper branch
of Cougress ami Maine can point with true 1
maternal satisfaction to tins son’s distinguished abilities, while as the best friend I
of our new Navy the whole Nation must
acknowledge her indebtedness to the Sena

[ ;<per, shows a very thorough knowl■ lire
of all the varied affairs of the

divided

Total,
1

as one

he will till with honor to the State.
(mV

legislative

are

Republicans,
Democrat,

ing expressed the uuanimous will of its
constituency. A few weeks ago, the Journal gave a sketch of Senator Hale's public
life aud achievements.
He is recognized

mistake

Legislature

are

state.

Wert Tree tee.

We copy the

of 1893.

greatly pTeased because it seems
eqtially gratifying to all the newspapers of
Maine and to the people of the whole
we

UmIm.

Sketches

Biographical

Augusta,

United States Senate. Of course this action is very gratifying to the American
and the pehple of Hancock couuty; and

W. do not road anonymous loiters ami communications. The name anti at'.dress of the writer
are In all oa es Imlispcubable, not necessarily for
faith.
l»tiUltcalloii hut as .1 guarantee ol
Wo cannot umlcrtako to return or preserve oommunhiaUoriblhai are not used.
-.'in

ftepublican legis-

Maine, last week,

are

returned borne. We would like to bear
from her, also from the Bedding ton corNeil.
respondent.
Jan. 9.

Manson G. Larrabee.
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Children Cry
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DRESS
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Kid and Fabric Gloves.
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flor Great Cotton Sale
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Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

Bargains

in Other Goods

Which We Cannot

Specify.

overhauling
Bargain

living

sale,

especially requested

outlay

—

M.

Wanted,

CALLERT.
THK

FOR SALE!

THK

Gouldgpro,

...

Good sleighing, tbe first for tbe winter.
See H. M. Byrne
Co's new ad. Read it
carefully. Follow its directions and ever after
—

!jr (fllsluovtli American.

a

Published

Thuridavi.

be

offices 20 ami 22 State Street.

ilcd D..wn—M Gallert
.•!' '■*111rtH
M Byrne A Co.
..\
II \orris.
uar
Mark 1*. wn "ale— Whiting Brothers.
.i
Physteal < ulture—Mist* Aiken.
i■•ted
"unit
unuuissioner**.
V>ti.f«
\\ i,k* A wake
u
~|'«vl u- The Atlantic.
lUt‘ Photography—Detroit Free Press.
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-oinpany of Boston men are talking of
h
shoddy mill at Kll-worth. to employ

ng

100

t

uien.

I. Siundor**, proprietor of the
m House, is
having the office of the
xteti-iveU repaired.
Mi

\

V-

is

I:

thought that more timber will be cut
on l uion river thau has been for

winter
*ny >*-ai

s

iously.

pre\

Probate Court it* In session iu this
-da\, i. V\ tduesday ) and the Court of Inw
be held here to-morrow.
\

II.

l

starrett, representing G. M. Donrxland, is revising and taking orders
n*■ Heyister iu this
city.

4•

V
I

erews of lumbermen have been sent
Inadwati rs, but there is no attempt
cut iu the mar
by timber lands.
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j
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Wednesday.
on

the
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'hurt*

study

or

studies.

In

n*> is

unsatisfactory ; b*bad. The roll of bouor comprises
he names of those having a rank of at least
XW, with 900 or more In deportment, and no
ow

earnest

the

been adding

the uumber of

Dew

bu-iue—an-

whittled down

e-

a-

a

leading

event in
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litions.
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Phillips-

lecture.

across

wa- a

H.

large and

a

class for

doing

merry

M. A B. Hall have

above

tbeir mill

river.

1
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the ice.
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western
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If he said orator, he should hesi-

among Beecher, Wendell Phillips
Curtis. If he said reformer, he

hardly hesitate

splendid

at

all. but If be

model of American

said.gtve

citizenship,

1

should point with both hands to George Wil- ;
iam Curtis.
The speaker held hitu forth as
imong the best type* of American citizenship
hat has graced our civilization for fifty years,
rhe Doctor traced the career of Mr. t urtis
luring hi* journey logs in Europe, his installaae

non

roe

fir.

;

into tbe

Ka.-y

Chair of

:ine and tbe excellent work
jictured

him

a*

a

reformer

Harper's Mayahe did

last

jad

no

hate of

men

with

there; he

and the herald of

■eformation among reformers.
iom thought of Mr. Curti* as

meeting of Lygonia Lodge

Wednesday eveniug of

Mr.

bould

pine intermixed.

Masons,
officers

again

»nd

men

purcuaseu iue siumpagt* on
growth Is mostly spruce and

At the annual

should hesitate between Ir>ing. Hawthorne

tate

lot is owned by Senator Hale.
P. Wiswell and others, and the Hall

Tbe

the

young man should ask him to cite an example. a model as a w riter of pure English. If
•tyle and beauty of expression were wanted.
nid Curtis.

side of the

mrum

tract.
with

on

at

t

ie

1 he

Hon. A.

/.n

H* r h'j«h.ii *! an mpanied her to tbe opposite
bank. ami then started to return. As bis work
w i'
a
little further dow n tbe river than tbe
; “int from w m h be started, another 'hurt cut
was made.
A'be was opposite Indian Point
be went through the ire into the water. Fortunately assistance w as at hand and be w as

also

Aiken i-

under charge of John Armstrong, at work
cutting stave wood on the lot situated just

—

went

It

—

desired to visit friendside of I’d ion river and to go by
'be

;

Unitarian church fa-t
Thursday evening, under the auspices of the
King's Daughters, was one of Dr. Phillips*
H-st. and when we say that we pay it a high
•mnpliimut. His theme was George William
urtis. The speaker owned frankly and acknowledged proudly that he came to speak of
mother of bis heroes. The Doctor said that if

At a late hour the party dispersed,
thanking their young host and hostess for the
evening’s most pleasant enjoyment.

His wife

roa<i

Mis-

The lecture

j unique.

eastern

.-*11

this week

week.

same

party which met
at the home of Miss Florence aud Master Fred
>welt
on
Main street, Friday evening la-t.
During the evening a bountiful repast waserved, for which occasion the band-paiuted
menu
cards issued were both dainty aud
—

a

Maine, and the people in ail Lown Last took
to it ;
weeks, with longing. It is
here! Now Is your time!
Bargains is the
word!
A

Jeportment. below

this, her specialty, ami the
formation of th«se classes affords a rare ©importunity for the important training which
she will give. See her announcement in another column.

forward

—

McCarty. George
Means. Carrie B.
1
Moore Ralph W
l»h*eics. Howard
Scott, Mary Ellen
Scott. Maud A
Shute. Klyl. ne M
I
Hall. Fiances E
Wood ward, Joseph H.

tioned" in the deficient

M*-n
a

hate of

a

have »el-

fanatic.

He

wrong.

He

1

|
j
*

:
elected tor tbe ensuing j lever
exaggerated the truth to make men see j
year, as follows: Alonzo W. Packard, W. ! he
truth; he never overstated tbe wrong to
j
M.; Charles A. Alleu, S. W.; Fred L. Manake men see the wrong. He always stated !
son, J. W.; Lewis Friend, Treas.; James E.
rairly the other side aud then placed his ow n
Parsons, Sect.; Wm. Goggins, S. I>.; E W.
rresistihle logic acainst it with conscience aud
Ix>rd. J. I).; J. H. Higgins, John Davis, E. S.
ruth thrown in. and the result was that tbe
Means, Finance Com.; John B. Kedmau.
rescued.
>ther end usually ki- ked the beam. He aimed
to Grand Lodge.
Proxy
—Col. J. N. Greene is -till actively engaged
ilways to speak to the highest intelligence of
From Mr. and Mrs. Wm. O. Emery of Sulin the settlement of hi* >bore Line
my man, and never appealed to passion, or
Railway
affairs, having been in Calais of late and left livan w ho were married at Pittsfield, Mass., ! prejudice, or hate. He rested his whole case
there for Mac-bias with bis attorney, Hon.
per notice in another column, tbe editor
is a reformer always on an appeal to reason j
j as
has received a package of wedding cake from
Gr*i. M. Hanson, of Calais. It is -aid that tbe
md conscience, not to feeling, not to expedii
directors of the Shore Line have made Col. the commissary stores which Cupid so liberalency. The professional politician bated him !
ly provided for that blissful occasion. For with full measure. The Doctor closed by
Greene an offer for his interest in the road,
Greene
aiming some twenty thousand dollars this kind token of the happy couple’s remem- ipeakiug touchingly of Mr. Curtis’ death and 1
brance he (the editor, not Cupid) returns his
in intere-t and stork, the latter worth nothing.
he great grief it has caused.
most sincere thanks and with them his blessIf Greene does not accept their offer, the
Tbe above is not even an outline of Dr.
j ing. In token
of his good will, kind wishes
directors declare that they w ill a-k for a new
Phillips’ excellent address. We have hinted
charter, whereby they can go ahead without and lively Interest be extends his IT*. Shake.
iere and there at a (mint he made and that is
The foregoing tbe Ellsworth American
being interfered w ith by him.
ill. We wish that every resident of the city
to the Manor Inn sends—Greeting.
might have beard it. for it bad that in it which
L>r. Manning’s new building has not only
would have done him good. This was the first
—On Saturday evening, Jan. 7, owing to the
aroused an 1 merest in building, but has also
j absence of Comrade Babsod the following of- ecture in tbe course to be
given under tbe
stirred tbe zral of other capitalists so that
ficers-elect of James A. Garfield Post, No. 46, luspices of the King's Daughters. Several
there i- now stroug talk of erecting a large
others will follow during the winter.
of Bluebill, were installed by Past Commander
brick block on tbe corner of Main and State
streets opposite the
post-office. Tbe stock- Rodney 8. Osgood: L\, S. P. Snowman; S. \f.
holders of the first National bank are tbe
C., Alfred C. Osgood; J. V. C., Joseph S.
Wedding Bells.
leaders in this enterprise. In order to obtain
Stover; Adjt.. J. H. Morse; Q. M., A. C. PeA pleasant gathering of family and familiar
sufficient laud it will be
necessary to purchase ters; Chap., Geo. W. Clay; Surg., E. W. Anfriends met at tbe lovely home of Mr. and Mrs.
tbe three stores next to the corner, but as
drews; O. D., J. H. Billings; O. G., R. S.
Frank Guilds. 112 Fast street, Pittsfield, Mass.,
tbese are ail small wooden structures it is
Osgood; S. M., James Eaton; Q. M. 8., Seth
thought they can be bought at a very reason- K. Chase. After the installation comrades to witness the marriage of their niece,Miss Lucy
I. Bartlett, to Mr. Will O. Emery of the Manor
with their wives and tbe W. K. C.,charged
aide figure.
Inn, Sullivan Harbor, Maine. Tbe marriage
upon tbe tables that bad been strongly fortified
—The complication' affecting tbe operation
with roast chicken, pie and cake, and judging
ceremony was performed by Rev. I.C. Smart
of the business at Amherst having all been
cleared away. tbe plant has commenced active by the legs and arms scattered over the tables, of Pittsfield, and tbe wedding was yery quiet
won a glorious victory.
and informal, the bride aud groom standing in
operations and there would seem to be nothtbe bay window, under a bower of evergreens,
—There was great excitement at Nicolin
ing to now interrupt its prosperity. At Amherst last we^-k a number of important conWednesday when Walter R. Parker’s ice yacht w here they received tbe hearty congratulations
tracts were made for future work and things
Ehie, and J. W. Nealley’s yacht, tbe Flying of those present to tbe number of about thirty.
After a bountiful collation,very daintily served,
were matched for a race on lower Nicolook like a boom around tbe
tannery. A vast Scud,
With smooth ice and a stiff breeze tbe the bridal pair, amid a shower of rice, took
amount of bark is
ready to be hauled as soon | lin.
conditions were extremely favorable and they their departure for Boston, and on tbe evening
as sufficient snow falls.
The placing of this
train of Friday, tbe 6th, they left Boston for
tannery on a solid foundation again is an im- started off gaily. The Fly ing Scud, however,
move
had the advantage of a ballast bag and thus Sullivan, where both bride and groom are faportant
for business circles in its
miliarly and favorably known.
was enabled to circle her opponent twice on
vicinity.
Is
There
some
down.
talk
tbe
of
a
chalway
—What has become of tbe aucient Bluebill
Pre«p«ct Harbor.
« oal
lenge match between these two boats but no
mine? Now that coal bunting in Maine
Our schools are in session, the grampurse has been offered yet for tbe event.
is beiug prosecuted with
vigor, this question
mar taught by Mrs. Helen Cleaves of West
of
Commissioners
has
—Tbe
Court
County
has public interest. In Bluebill as
Grouldsboro; the primary by Miss Clara
long ago as
1^34, a Mr. McFariaue found bituminous coal prepared the following estimate of the proba- Cole.
of
Hancock
for
ble
of
the
the
expenses
County
that would burn. The
locality was on tbe
Miss Bessie Williams has been at home
ensuing year: Salaries. $4,700; expenses of fonwo weeks from the Rockland Business
*rm of James Means three miles
eastward of
B uehiil village. Several
Supreme Judicial Court, $4,050; criminal bills College. She returns to-day.
newspaper men of
of cost, $3,850; board of prisoners, $1,350;
that day certified to tbe
discovery, and one coroner's
Soap stones are in great demand.
inquest.$150; fish and game warden, I
Bangor editor said he had seen the coal found
Ira Workman and wife have recently
for enforcing tbe liquor law. $100; inthere and that it freely ignited in
$50;
the blaze of
visited at Winter Harbor and South Go a Ids
a candle.
dexing records, $250; fuel, light, and repairs
Bluebill has had a
copper craze
boro.
since then and it is rather
on
county building, $1,450; .printing, blank
surprising that the
coal deposit was not investigated.
If coal was books, stationery, express, etc., $1,750; temMr. Fred Hamilton and wife had a New
tdere in 1834 it is
probably there now.
porary loan and the Interest, $5,000; damages rear's present of a young daughter.

week,

were

J

■

—————
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NONE.

PtoceaJfofEvaporation Releases Water

from the

Oceans, but the Salt Remains.

Therefore the Sea Is

Continually

Grow-

Why is sea water salt? is a question
that has been regarded as a mystery
and has given rise to some curious speculations, but a little consideration on the

was |

city,

;

subject must, I think, satisfy

us

all that

it would be very wonderful, quite incomprehensible, if tho waters of the
ocean were otherwise than salt as
they
are.

j

Emery, Esq.

the furnishing of railroad time table, to
the hotel, of the city is performed by a
regularly incorporated company, who
make that work their sole occupation.
Something had to be done to correct
the evil of having old time tables in
the coatroom and porters’ closets of the
hotels which gave nothing but misinformation to the traveler, if indeed he
conld find any time table at all. and so
the general passenger agent of one of the
trunk line roods hit npon the scheme of
forming a time table supply company.
This was done about a year ago and has
now

Rev. Sylvan us Lane

HOOD’S PILLS

cure

INSTRUMENTS,

Liver Ills.

—

assumed large proportions.

Books, Sheet Music,

SEWING

recommend it.
Healthful Bread.
In spite of all that has been said on the *ul>jeet, people will eat bread made from flour
from which ail tbe bran has been removed.

a

i

S. J.

Nearly all tbe phosphates, tbe most valuable
elemeuts for the nutrition of the nerves and
bones, are thus removed, ami It Is also a
recognized fact amougst physicians that great
Injury results in consequence. Any preparations which will replace these valuable elemeuts
are certain to l>e of great benefit to those who
use them, compensating ms they do, to a great
A numextent, for the absence of the bran.
ber of years ago Prof. Horsfurd of Cambridge,
suggested the use of a baking preparation for
raising bread, biscuit, etc., which would supply the requisite phosphates, thereby introducing these necessary elements into the food
without cost or trouble. After years of experiment and labor he succeeded iu producing
the desired preparation, ami If reports be true,
he has succeeded wonderfully well In selling
It. The preparation consists of an acid phosphate of lime, which combined with bl-carbonate of soda in raising bread, biscuit, etc., leaves
in the product the very phosphates required
hv the system and which are essential to good
health. Tbe idea was an ingenious ami valuable one. and needs only to l»e thoroughly understood to he fully appreciated.

neighbor, lielpfamily, as pastor, as

sons

fill member of the
counselor and adviser, a correct teacher, both by precept and example, a cheerful minister, a faithful servant and a true
man.”
Jas. McAkthlk.
Jan. 3.

We may render the words of one lanliterally into those of another and
yet lose the very spirit of the whole, but
there are cases of what may be called
“sympathetic translation.”

sale

guage

Hadn't

State News.
—The three-years-old child of Austin
Currier of Chesterville fell into a pail of
boiling hot suds, which its mother was us
ing to mop the floor, and was scalded so
badly that it died the next day.
—I)r. Samuel C. Nash died at his home
in North Berwick Thursday evening of
pneumonia and heart trouble. His death
will be deeply felt by the community, as
he has for more than 18 years been one of
the prominent physicians of the town. He
leaves a widow and two daughters.

—Fishing schooner Helen F. Whitten of
Gloucester dragged ashore on McKown’s
Point and was towed to Boothbay Harbor
by steam tug Stella. She was leaking and
will go on the railway.
—The executive committee of the State
Board of Agriculture met at Augusta aud
adopted a law for presentation to the Legislature, making the time for sampling fertilizers from the 1st to the 15th of December. It was voted that a committee of the
board be instructed to co-operate with a
committee of the State Grange in urging
taxation legislation.
—At Machias Judge Whitehouse Saturday evening sentenced William P. Robinson of Eastport,
to eighteen months at
Thoflaston. He was convicted of burgle** at tbe last October term. Tbe court
(rave John A. McMaster, Eastport, thirty
days in the county jail for assaulting an
officer and rescue of prisoners.
—In conformity to tbe law the Harrison
Presidential Electors met at tbe State Senate chamber Saturday afternoon and organized with T. W. Hyde, president; S.
J. Chadbourne. secretary; Rev. S. J.
Sargent, chaplain; B. F. Harris, messenger. R. S. Partridge, of White field, was
chosen In place of E. M. Goodall. of Sanford who was absent. Tbe Board of
Electors was composed of T. W. Hyde,
Bstb; W. M. Nash, Cherryfleld; A W.
Wildes, Skowhegan; R. C. Penney, MonR. S. Partridge, Whitefield, and
son ;
Sidney Perbam, Paris.
—The firm 8. E. & H. L. Shepherd, lime
manufacturers at Rockport, was Incorporated last week under tbe general laws of
the State with a capital of 9100 000. Tbe
directors are 8. E. Shepherd, O. P. P.
Shepherd,H. L. Sbepberd, E. E. Ingraham,
C. E. Mclntire, and tbey have chosen as
president S. E. Shepherd, vice-president
and general manager, H. L. Shepherd .clerk
and treasurer, C. E. Mclntire.

Thought of It In That Tight.

lady who has recently returned from
traveling in Europe tells of a wise man
A

j

;

whom she met. who seems to have been
a
cousin of the famous wise men of
Gotham who ]rut a fence around a bush
to keep in the nightingale who was singing there.
She wxs going northward to visit
North Cape and to see the midnight sun.
On the steamer she made the acquaintance of an elderly gentleman who said
that ho was traveling simply for pleasure and the improvement of his mind
and who seemed to he a ]>erson of much
learning. She was especially struck with
his knowledge of astronomy, and they
talked on this subject a good deal.
"You must have given a great deal of
attention to the study of the stars,” she
said to him one day.
"Oh. yes,” he answered, "I have been
interested in the subject for years, and 1
have made it one of my chief occupations as well as pleasures. It is really
because of my love for astronomy that 1
decided to take this trip."
“How was that?” she asked.
“It occurred to me," he said, “that so
far north as we are going the constellations must be seen to greater advantage
than they are farther south. The air is
clearer, and the northern Btars of course
can be seen much better.”
"But, my dear sir,” she Baid, somewhat astonished, “I do not see how you
expect to study the stars to advantage
by daylight, and what we are going to
see is the sun at the time when it does
not set at all.”
An expression of astonishment and dismay came over the face of the wise man.
“I don't see how I can have been so
stnpid,” he exclaimed, “but really I
never thought of that
until this moment !”—Youth’s Companion.
Real Sacrifice.

“That was a sacrifice!"
“What?’
“Barton wouldn’t go bathing at Scarborough because he didn’t want people
to know be had a cork leg, bat when a
girl who snubbed him was thought to be
drowning Barton took the leg off and
threw it out to her. It saved her life.’’

In

in steam aud

fancy crockery

we

expect to take the lead

assortment of White Granite, but if you want
a nice dinner or tea set take a look at our Virginia Bronze; we brtak sets to suit customers.
We shall continue to sell Room Paper during
November, and will close out small lots at
about cost.
I auary Birds’ seed, cuttle fish and cages.
We have just begun to received Fresh Molasses cream candy, Bangor Taffy. Renu mber
in confectionery, we buy the best.
Pop Corn and’ corn poppers. Peanuts roasted every Saturday at

Holt’s Variety Store.

—The continual succession of boils,

fen

That

Jump

conclusions, are generally “off their base.’’
Because there are numberless patent medicines
ot questionable value, it doesn’t follow that all
are worthless.
Don’t class Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy with the usual run of such remedies.
It is way above and beyond them!
It is doing
what others fail to do!
It is curing the worst
cases of Chronic Nasal Catarrh.
If you doubt
it, try it. If you make a thorough trial, you’ll
be cured. $500 forfeit for an incurable case.
This offer, by World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y. At all druggists; 50
cents.

—THE CHILDREN’S health must not be

neglected. Cold in the bead causes catarrh.
Ely’s (Team Balm cures at once. It is perfectly safe and Is easily applied Into the nostrils.

The worst

cases

y ield to it.

Price 50c.

—An old family physician first recommended Johnson's Anodyne Liniment for colds,

coughs.

Morrison’s Sure Cure Tonif, the
Best Remedy for Blood, Kidneys,
Liver,Stomach, Heart and Nerves.
Guaranteed to Care. At all medicine dealers, $1.00 per bottle,
Send postal for “The Graphic”
describing Morrison's Remedies.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castorla
—Galls and wounds on horses are unsightly
and objectionable. They can be cured while
the borae is still worked by applying Bickmore's Gall Cure.

Morrison’s SureCure Liver Pills
Latest and Best Prescription.
Superior to all so called “Liver
Pills.”
They work In harmony
with other medicines. Price 25
cents.
UNABLE TO TELL.
Yes, that

was ao.
For years I suffered aeverelj with scrofula; sores broke out all over
my body, and l am unable to tell one half that
I suffered. I was not able to obtain relief un-

til 1 used Sulphur Bitters, wblcb completely
cured me.—C. B. Dale. IT Allat in, street,
Boston.

HARBOR, ME.

BAR

1

YOU ARE NOT IN IT
IF YOU DON’T SEE OUR

Line of Xmas Goods,

pimples,

eruptions from which many suffer, indicates an impure state of the blood.
The most

HANDKERCHIEFS

remedy Is Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. It expels the poison harmlessly through the natural channels, ami leaves the skin clean ami clear.

effective

Vfnlur

A SJ’SCJALTT

«

Enterprise— Waldo County People
the West.

In

Hon (ieo. K. Wallace, formerly a wellknown eiti/en of Belfast, has established himself in Aurora, ill., near C hicago, ami is there
manufacturing and putting upon the market a
proprietary medicine. This he is advertising
by circulars ami in the four daily papers pule
llshed in Aurora. With a medicine having intrinsic merit, ami Mr. Wallace would concert*
himself with none other, such well directed
business enterprise can hardly fail to accom!*anc Dunbar, Jr of Belfast, and Ml** Jennie
pllsh a success; and his friends, everywhere, Fmer*on of Buck-port.
Ma-- -Dec 2S, Mr Charles II
Marlboro.
wish him nothing less.
It is reported that he
Welch of Tremont, Me., and MU* Carrier. Sawhas associated with himself, in this business.
of
Marlboro
yer
Hon. < assius
Roberts, formerly of Stockton j Steuben Dec.
Mr
31. bv .T. » (.oogln*.
Springs, who controls a number of weekly pa- William Stanley and Mi*.* Sibyl Merritt.Fsq.,
l»»*r* puiMHncu m c muago aim w m r»«* an invalMount De*ert Jan. 7. bv A. <
KarnaM, F*<i
uable a.»sislant in intrudui-ing the mcdn iim in
Mr .Jone* W Tracy ami Ml**< harlotte F Rieliibat cily.
lu a recent communication Mr.
anUon, both of Tremont.
Wallace writes, concerning hi* wife who hud
been for many year* an invalid, a* follow*:
“For the last 25 years, my wife has had a
• urge goitre, or bunch, upou her in ck. extending across the throat. During this time a cold
Obituary notice* beyond the Date, Same and
caused an irritation of the inside of her throat
Aye must be paid ft*r at the rate of ten cent* a line.
under the goitre, followed by a severe cough
K!l*w*>rth—Jan 7. Mr*. Cynthia, wife of John
with strangling, similar to w hooping cough,
<•
-Ionian, aged .' year-. In month* and 7 day*.
vhieh would continue for several weeks, or
Seal » ove
Jan. 4. WK-on Cuptlll. F*q
form
until the irritation of the throat subsided, the
erlv of (iouhUboro, aged *'• vear.*, mouth* a d
3 Jay
irritation and cough returning a* often as a
«*old was incurred. >h<- u*«d many blood purifiers, washes, paints amt other remedies with<>ut In the least reducing the size <>f the goitre
Soon after beginning the u»e of Rudolf* Medical Discovery. In June last, the goitre began
to soften and gradually pass away, only a
*mall portion of it on one side of her neck remaining. the irritation and cough which formerly followed a eoldhaving wholly subsid'd
It appears to be a permanent cure.”
Having leaned the building. No. 53 Main
Mr.
Wallace’s present address is HI So
Street, *'»* offer one of the bent lines of
Water St.. Aurora. III.

«

G. W. McDonald & Co.
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These Trains count
roti
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Bost
and St. John.
Passengers are earnestly re<{ m-sted to pr
tickets before entering the tr;itn, and »■-[•«..i..
Ellsworth to Kails and Kails to ElUworth.

h

Tickets for All Points South and Wt
R. ticket offic
sale at the M. C. R
Ellsworth, G. W. CLIFFORD, Agent.

t

—

signaler notice
\Y c.tther permitting, f•
on

to

t

1

mi

pa-

1.1.,

\

,0

Stops

Y

12
money.
BOX t'iR 25

A.

<•

7
7.ii
7.37
*7 4"

:*

♦

every instance.
splendid testi-

refund the

or

7

Penobscot .June..
Holden..
Kgery’s Mill.
Lake House.
'•reen Lake.
Ellsworth Kalis...
Ellsworth..
Franklin Road.
Hancock
Mt. Desert Kerry.
Sullivan.*..
Sorrent
Bar H arbor...

I warrant them

used them.

M

A.

Bangor...

lu<

t<

r.

..«<

11

y

on

PAY><»N Tit KKK.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager
K. E. B' H»TH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Tick, t .yg’t
Dec. 28, 1892.
lyrio

cents.

S. 1>. WIGGIA.

APOTHECARY,
MAIXE.

ELLSWORTH,

Subscribe!

List.
cure

'onHUinption.

<

c,

rotip.W

ughs.
I.

Subscribe!

WEST'S LIVER PILLS.

The old Reliable Keinedy for Sick Headache,
Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Sour Stomach, Dys
pepsla ami Constlpatiou. Their universal sale

Subscribe!

for 4o years is conclusive evidence of their great
merit. Sold by ail druggists.
I\r44

Great

t

-FOR

eutral Route Overland Excur-

sion**.—Personally conducted Tourist Excursions
Colorado, I'tah. Portland, Oregon, and all Pacific coast points leave Boston (Boston A Albany
depot) every Thursday, 3 p.m.; arrive at San
Francisco Tuesday following.
Kate-*, sleeping
car berths, Ac., furnished on application to your
nearest ticket agent, or to F. E. SHEARER, Manager. or to JAM. IS. SMITH, Assistant Manager,

THK--

to

5

State

St., Boston.

6moso2

LoiOGiUl'IIY.

I NiOC:

Photograpl y is a v ovdcrftl art. lnored
-••■ ni
n m possible by the
it;
ib.o as it may
t«> show tlie movements
aid of the cam*of a bird in its f! 1 irr• t. a l.orso at its swiftest
ace, or a bullet as it
.i d.
ingun. \ ery much
t: t 1- nm«t marvelmor
c u
l.ua bii a aunmi'ii'hThe
el in ] .‘o’ography.
publis.a..sof the renowned
■

..it

pi;pulu: lui.iTy

t'liO L>< *.•>:? Free 1
have
troit, Mich

"

css

kly,
De-

recently
been experimenting in the
direction « f iapld and acof pho„ rra'.e reproduction
ow
anli tographs and
___j rour-e tbot they are ore
'EcJmJNff*,
pared to rrake artistic
---——~—J
copies at a very low price.
They will send twelve (olumb.a Photos
falue $1.00 and The \N cekly Fn e Press one

H.

Leighton,

to Mr. and Mrs.

Married.
Brewer—Jan. 5, at the residence of F. B. Foster, by Rev. B. B. Merrill, Mr- Henry E. Wight
of Parkman, and Miss Lillian E. Hussey of Amherst.
Pittsfield, Mass.—Jan. 4, by Rev. I. C. Smart,
Mr. Will O. Kmerv of Sullivan, Me., and Miss
Lucy I. Bartlett ol Pittsfield.
Bar Harbor- Jan. 2, by Rey. Geo. E. Freeman,
Mr. John Pennell and Miss Mabel Walls, both of
Bar Harbor.
Gouldsboro—Jan. 1, by Ch. C. Larrabee, Esq.,
Mr. Hilliard G. Smallldge and Miss Helen N8order, both of Gouldsboro.
Bucksport—Dec. 24, by Rev. Wm. Forsyth,

for

Cul-I*. \sthrn*. ftronehitlR,
-•••piiur « ough. .s.>rt- Throat anti
all
'.ft h** 1 U< >
and I.unu>. I’lt-aaant to take.
Small mw d.-.< t.t.M.I. ...I, .SO.- -:z<- now, *5o., old
Sold b> ail Druggists.
tl.uo, size now
1

Mr. and Mrs. Geo.

FOLLOWS:

Bangor, Kx. St..

monials from those who have

30,
George Stanwood, a
daughter.
Prospect Harbor—Jan. 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred |
Hamilton, a daughter.
West Franklin—.Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. James
M. Clark, a daughter.
—Dec.

Maine.

Mtf

nave a

I have

Horn.
to

SMITH,

given relief in

St

25,
daughter.

G.

%\. I. 1 Mt;i.

.1

RUN AS

.A.

NUid

Harbor store, and

Helena prev to Dec 20, ship WmG
Davis, Lynam, Manila for New Y'ork
Montevideo—At Dec 7, l»rig Havllah, Richardson, for Boston

a

f

m.

Bar Harbor.!«
Sorrento.

hand.

on

TRAINS

con-

for the past two years here
in Kllsworth and at my Bar

Porta.

—Dec. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. James P.

and

BAK HAKHOK To BANGOR.

that will stop it in every inI have sold them
stance.

Iceland, Rockport

Steuben—Dec.

(OMMlkYICIM.

Oys-

With Headache?

12a.25

Forelr* Port*
Buf.nos Ayres—At Jan R, bark John S Emery,
Wooster, w’t’g charter
Port au Prince—Ar Jan 4, sch Waldemar,

Sinythe,

S.
I). Wlggtn, druggi't
worth. Me.

BANGOR ro BAR HARBOR.

Boston—Sid Jan 7, sch F A Magee, Ellsworth
ArJan 5, hark Auburndale, Dow, Rosario
Ar Jan 8, sch Alice I* Higgins, Greenlaw, Door
Isle
Mr Desert Ferry—ArJan 5, sch Julia Ann,
Sargent, Gouldsboro
Passed out—Sch Two Brothers, Bickford, for
Winter Harbor
Galveston—Sid Jan 7, sch Helen G Moseley,
Holt, Pascagoula
Mobile—Ar Jan 7, sch H J Cottrell, Har-kcll,
Pensacola
Norfolk—Sid Jan 4, sch John Paul, Providence
II yannis— Ar Jan 5,schs SG Hart, from Swan’s
island for New York, Franklin, Green’s Land
New York
iug for
Sid Jan 5, schs Laurel and Agricola, New Y ork
New York —Ar Jan 4, schs Susan N Pickering,
Haskell, Fernandlna; M K Raw ley, Kendall,
Somes Sound
Portland—Cld Jan 7, sch Eva May, McDuffie, Glen Cove
Ar Jan 8, schs E S Briggs, Rockland for New
York; It S Spoffbrd. Boston for Green’s Landing
ArJan 5, schs E P Newcomb, Allen, Deer Isle
for Boston; II S Lord, Jr., Green’s Landing for
New Y’ork
Salem—Ar Jan 5, sch Myronus, Boston for
Rockland
Vineyard Haven—Ar Jan 6, schs Victory.
Ellsworth for New Y ork; Bessie II Gross, Deer
Isle lor New London

Passed

dose, fto Pills 2.V.

loo
16a.20

A certain

Bomtstlc

Providence Stiver

Ho You liver Suffer

..*5* 4‘
46a.6o
6u

.12 Brick—per M
8 J0al2O
White Lead—per !b
.04a.0#
06a.06 Hide*— per lb-- Ox
L>4
.06
,U3
Cow,
.70a.so Call Skint,- green 20a.50
.20
.26 a 1.00
Pelts,
.04 a.'.*
Tallow-per lb
.66
.08
hough,
10a.16
.02
Tried,
22a.26
Wool—per lb

VIjiriiK'

a

be found in tin* Stab*.

can

Ellsworth.

—

Kerosene,

a-

• *.

..Ml-2
m 1 2
.loa 2u

gal

Hay —perton

Bollock,

low

E.

.28*44)
.40* St
.26*.60

■

<

Pill

Al>umlance.-

ters. trackers, Etc.,

.22*.25 Hay Seed per b
oJ
Herds Grasa
2.60
1
PI* 17
Red Top,
li
-M
15
Clover--per b
Eggs—perdox
U6a.“* Wood—per cordKite—perlb
.60
Pickles per gal
3.0>.a5 Of
Dry Hard.
.50
Soft.
J.oua3.00
Olives—per qt
l»ry
Cracked Wheat—per .0
.06Coal -perton
.06
6 76
Oat Meal—per lb
Stove.
bu
.66
6 26
Egg,
Meal—per
65
Blacksmith s,
6.40*7.60
( Corn—per bu
.76 Lumber- per M
Barley
—per bu
1 Oats
.5"
Hemlock.
8.00*10.00
per bu
160
Iu.o"*16.u0
Cotton Seed—per bag
Spruce.
1 lu
I2."t'*35.00
Pine,
Shorts—per bag
1 4o Shingles- per M
Fine Feed—per bag
3.25
Extra.
Apples, dried—per lb .08a.lu Cedar.
**
5
2 lu
one,
tireen—per bbl
No. 1,
140
Poultry—per lb—
.15
Scoots.
80
Chickens,
.12 Clapboards—per M
Hens,
bu—
Extra
26.00
Spruce.
Vegetables-per
l.'O.
Potatoes
15.u0
Spruce. No. 1,
,i6
Clear Pine,
Sweet Potaties per lb
35 00
> 2
Extra Pine,
40.UO
squash—per ib
04
Beets—per lb
Laths—per M
.04
1.50
Cabbage—per lb
Spruce,
< 4
.04* 06
Onions—per lb
Nails—per lb
Beans- berbu
2.60*3.00 Cement- per Cask
1.50

Salt—per cwt
Dairy—per box
[ Oil—per gal—
Linseed,

a-

stantly

lu
Porto Ktco
.33
Svru,.
.14
Maple .Syrup,
12 Fruit- per .0
12*14
Figs,
os
Kaiaii a.
.08
Prunes
l»
Tamarlnu.
.u*a 14
Lemons—per box
.12* 16
Oranges—per dux

THE JAPANESE LIVER PELLETS
Prevent < on*tipation a: 1 Pile*.
*ir|.
Headache instantly, small. .hi»> t..
k.

department U well stocked
onfectionery ami cigar*, which we offer at

WKKKl.V.

4 75Coffee— perlb
6 lu Te*—perlb—
5.60 Japan,
6 25
Oolong.
.06 Sugar--per lb~
t4
Granulated,
l8a.26
c .,ffee--A A It.
11*12
Yellow, r.

j

)

wholesale

Fresh

Hairy.
Creamary.
Cheese—per lb

Bologna
Fish—per lb—
Dry Cod.

<

price*

January 12. 1893.

| Graham—per lb

Popular Brand-,

in t.reat

Ellsworth Prices Current.

Choice.

>

«#r« >ur

i> r.'iHirnitill April

bbl

SOAP

dmxI
the treatment of file*. Krzeimi. and a
in flam mat ion* and erupt ion* <>f :h> *k in.
It being highly medic ted and Perfumed
makes it the most exquisite Toilet and HatL
soap now iu use.

TOBACCOS AND PIPES

AND
All Diseases of the Liver. Stomach.

Fleur—per
Super,
XX.

JOHNSON’S ORIENTAL

Wedieinal and Toilet should always

Fancy Candies
we

«*f all

new

in

CIGARS->

*—

ECZEMA,

COKKKCTKD

in

a

sample.

&c.

have the finest line of CII'K »>
BiiNBoNS, and penny good* of any
Hancock ounty

specialt>

a

trcntmeut

u tak*« no
chance* in buyng ns yon m ly pay :.
ti
benefit* yoa receive for jour money i* p.
itively refunded if you are not cured : ?,’.wa
buy it of our authorized agents where >«>u w
always get the genuine article a; d a guano t*
fl per box. 6 for f.r»; sent b> mail. Try a fr*-.

Seasons.

Apples, Oranges, Lemons,

KU.SWi.RTH, ME

Iiemember, i«

Candies of all Kinds,
Nuts, Dates, Figs,
Fruits

Kidneys and Blood.
GEO. A. PARCHER, Wholesale

CURE

To be Found in the City.

Discovery

ABSOLUTELY

JAPANESE

Fruits, &c.,

AND

j

•

Attention!

RODOLFS

i

IS65

—

I Med.

I

at

CLEMENT, AGENT,

RODICK BLOCK,
lyrSS

and

engineering.

during the Holidays. Mustache aud Ladies’
cups. Fancy cake plates. Ruby engraved glass
ware. Cry stal glass sets, etc. We carry a good

MACHINES.

30

Herald._'

citizen,

Strings, Trimmings,

J

Provide yourself with a bottle of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral, and so have the means at
hand for contending successfully with a sudden cold. As an emergency medicine, it has
no equal, and leading physicians everywhere

supply.
As

AND OTHER HUSICAL

Of the Cincinnati M. E. Conference, says:
“We have for rears use Hood’s Sarsaparilla In
our family of five, and find it fully
equal to all
that Is claimed for It.

The profits ia the business are considerable and come from the railroad companies. Some seventy or eighty of the
prominent roads of the country are subscribers. They supply their folders and
time slips to the company and subscribe
liberally for the work of having them
distributed among the large hotels and
other resorts of New York and Brooklyn.
The company furnishes each hotel with
a neat rack, either
stationary or revolving. and supports a delivery wagon and
an agent, whose duty it is to make the
rounds weekly, putting new time tables
in place and replenishing the depleted

consequence it is A far easier and
more certain matter to obtain accurate
with any acid that would form a solid
—F. C. Burrill has gone to Boston to take a
com|ionnd—a difficulty so gTeat that :t* j information in New York regarding the
! movements of western and southern
course of study at
Bryant k Stratton’s Compresence was determined by a different
trains t lain it ever was before, and every
mercial college.
method. This base is soda, the predomione who has waited for an hour or more
—Mr. Joseph W. Bragdon of Fargo, North
nating base of sea salt, where it is comat a lonesome railway station or has lost
Dakota, was in this city Tuesday on a visit to ! bined with hydrochloric acid. Not only
a half day through misinformation will
is soda the most soluble of all the miner;.1
his brother. Dr. C. 8. Bragdon. Mr. and Mrs.
bless the genius who invented a railway
Bragdon. together with her father and mother, j bast's, but the mineral acid with which
time table supply company.—New York
it is combined forms a remarkably soluCapt. and Mrs. F. D. Hodgkins of I^amoine,
ble series of salts—the chlorides. Thus
leave this city this (Wednesday) afternoon for
the primary fact concerning the salinity
Ohl and Young.
Florida, w here they will spend several weeks.
of sea water is that it has selected from
Wo aro clour that it is by no means the
Bellattv
arrived
at
—Capt.
Surry, Saturday,
the
stable
chemical
elements
among
the
from Boothbay Harbor wrhere he discharged
social defect of our time that the old do
two which form the most soluble comnot enter heartily into the life of the
freight. He reports the coldest trip he ever I
the
pounds. Among
earthy buses is one : young. Comparing the present generaexperienced.
which is exceptionally soluble—that is.
tion with generations past, we should say
Mr. Abie L. Friend returned to his studies
magnesia—and this stands next to soda
that one «»f the most distinctive notes of
in Boston, last Saturday.
in its abundance in sea water.
the present day is the sympathy of the
Modern research has shown that the
—Judge Emery was at home Monday from
old f< >r t he young—a sympat hy which the
•cean contains in solution nearly every
Skowbegan, where be has been holdiug a term
! young generally and rather heartily aje
of court.
element that exists upon Wie earth, and
preciate. bnt which they do n<»t very
that these elements exist in the water in
often reciprocate. Instead of conversing
Letter From Capt. 0. A. Crockett.
proportions nearly corrn*|ionding to the
so as to turn “the bark of the conversamean solubility of their various comlion” toward the old. they usually expect
I
pounds. Thus gold and silver and most
and confidently expect that a good deal
Steamer Juliette. Jan. 4, 1893.
of the other heavy metals exist there.
of its life and interest will becontribnted
J C Chilrott, Ellsworth. Me.
Sonnenstadt
found
ahont
fourteen
by the old and are rather scandalized if
Dkak Sik : I have seen in several pagrains of gold to the ton of seawater. r
the expectation In* disappoint^!.
pers lately item* in regard to an electric
a dollars worm in levs than two tons.
In fart they habitually rxj*-rt the old
railroad from the Falls to tide waters, via
As tho ocean covers ail the lower valleys
t» !«• juvenilo in their interests, and
they
Ellsworth, and, as it is a matter that
of tho earth, it receives all the drainage
are very much
eeldomrr disappointed
I have taken quite an Interest in. I have
from the whole of the exposed land.
than the yonntf jxsjple of forty or fifty
This drainage is the rainwater‘hat lias
talked It lately on all occasions and I think
if they had fornusl the same
years ae
fallen ujH»n this *xi>os«-d surface, has
now, u me people 01 biisworih. that is,
exci tations (xvhirh they certainly did
flowed down its superficial slopes or has
not often do), would have been.
the business men of Ellsworth, would enJust as
sunk into j*orous land and descended
the rich aro now habitually expected (and
thuse on It that it would be the time that
In either case the water
underground.
very often justify the expectation) to find
it could be put through.
must dissolve and carry with it any m«1their deepest interest in alleviating the
I met two gentlemen in Bath, yesterday
uble matter that it meets, the quantity
condition of the (xx>r. so the old are now
who wanted to know what about this elecof solid matter which is thus approprihabitually exjxt'ted to find their deepest
tric road that they had seen talked of in
ated being pri iK>rtionat«3 to its solubility
interest in rendering the pursuits ami
and the extent of its exposure to the
the papers. One of them saw your item
pleasures of the younif still more attractsolvent. Rain when it falls upon tlio
and the other saw it in a Boston paper. I
ive; nor do they very often disappoint exearth
is
distilled
water, nearly pure tits
told them w hat I knew of it and they said
pectation.—London Spectator
small impurities l>eiiig what it obtains
they would subsciibe $10,000 to the stock from the
II
but
river
Trranur*> of Itritish Itoynlty.
water when it
air),
snd knew they could place $10,000 more.
reaches the ocean contains measurable
King John was both a t***ker fur ami
They were responsible men ami mean bus- quantities of dissolved mineral and veghitler of treasure.
We find him digging
iness.
I think if you would stir the matetable matter.
These small contribufor treasure in Northumberland about
ter some more through your
tions are ever pouring in and ever accuthe sites ut the stations on the Roman
paper by
wall, and he was reputed to have stores
mulating. This continual addition of
printing an item in regard to increasing
dissolved mineral salts without any rorof treasure in his favorite strongholds.
the business facilities of
Ellsworth, it
Sunewhere buried in the sandy estuaries
responding abstraction by evaporation
would start the ball a going again. I read
has Ihvii going on ever since the surface
of Lino ‘Inshire are the golden crown
an item in a paper
last night saying an
of tlie earth consisted of land and water.
ami jewelsof King John, with the chests
I
electric road would place Ellsworth in the
An examination of thecomposi ion of
of treasure that wore carried in his
line w ith deep water cities where she c<>uUl other tnxlies of water
which, like the ! train. But we sjieculate, too. about
tike the advantage
of competition on
ocean, receive rivers and rivulets and
other hoards, chiefly buried Ix-neath the
foundations of his castle walls, the
freight for her products and manufactures. haveno other outlet than that afforded
secret of which was lost in the sudden
Yours truly,
by evaporation, confirms this view. All
of these are more or less saline, many of
death of the greedy king.
O A. Crockett.
them more so than the ocean itself. On
Again then* is a royal treasure jierhapa
the great tableland of Asia, “the roof of
at tins moment lying hid in some
Resolutions of Respect.
rocky
the world,” there is a multitude of small
chasms of the mountains of Wales—
lakes which receive the waters of riv» rs
Resolutions of respect passed by Mount
less
than
the
treasure
of
nothing
King
and rivulets of that region and have no
Kebo Chapter of Royal Arch Masons, al R»r
Edward II. which he carried with him
outlet to the ocean. On a map they apin his flight from his triumphant queen
Harbor, upon the dealh of one of its companand her paramour, and which they vainion*, Joseph W. Higgins, who died Novetn*
I*ear like bags, with a string attached,
the bag being the lake and the string the
ber 19, 15592.
ly. it would seem, after his capture enriver. All these lakes are saline, many
deavored to recover.
All the Year
Masonic Hall, Jan. 6. 1893.
Round
of them excessively so. simply because
Whereas0. It ha* pleased the AII wise Ruler
of the universe to remove from amoug u* our
are
ever
river
of
water
they
receiving
One I'm of Mitt hr him! Ira.
esteemed companion, Joseph \V. lliggiu*. Ik*
slight salinity and ever giving off vapor
it therefore
In an offhand sketch of Professor
which
no salinity at all. There is no
has
Unsolved, That In hi* death Mt. Kebo
Chrystal. one of his old pupils tells how
wash through these lakes, as in the great
Chapter has lost a wot thy and valued member,
this mathematician made his science aid
hi* family a devoted husband, son and brother,
American lakes or thorn'of Constance.
him in the management of his class. The
the community a ju*l and upright citizen, and
etc.
Geneva,
his friends ami companion* one who had ever
daring
spirits say those who were going
The
aea
of
Aral and the Caspian are
deserved and enjoved tbelr love aud esteem.
into their father's office, and so did not
lies'deed. That our altar t** draped in
lakes without any other outlet than
look ui>on Chrystal as a door locked to
mourning for a period of thirty day*, that
evaporation, and they are saline accordthese resolution* Ik* spread upon the records
their advancement—sought to bring suningly. The Dead sea, which receives the
of Mt. Kebo t hapter. that copies be forwardshine into the room. Chrystal soon had
Jordan at ono end and a multitude of
**d to bis family, and also caused to be pule
the blind down on that.
lisbed in the Kllswokiii AMERICAN, and
minor riv* rs and rivulets at tho other
To relieve the monotony, a student at
Bar Harbor Record.
end and sides, is a noted example of exC*. Jv Lr.FFINGW F.t.L, |
Com.
the end of bench ten dropi**d a marble,
treme
salinity. It is, as everybody
A. L. HIGGI.N8.
ou
which toppled slowly downward toward
Wm. Fennelly.
knows, a sea or lake of brine. The toj Reso.
the professor.
At every step it took
tal area of land training into the great
there was a smothered guffaw, but ChrysOrearn ills.
ocean does not cxc*-ed one-fourth of its
tal. who was working at the tmard, did
The Rev. S. O Whitten commenced his
own area, while the Dead sea receives
not turn his head.
When the marble
pastorate with the Deer Isle church at
the drainage and soluble matter of an
reached the floor he said, still with his
Oceanville. Jan. 1, preaching a New Year's
area above twenty times greater than its
back to the class:
sermon from Coloaeiaoa IV'—5
“Redeemown, and thus it fulfills the demand of
“Will the student at the end of bench
ing the time.” At the close of the sermon the above stated
far
theory
by
having
Bro. Whitten made his introductory adten, who dropped that marble, stand up?*’
than
has
the
ocean.
greater
salinity
great
dress as follows: “Dear friends, I have
All eye* dilated. He had counted the
come among you to be a
According to this view the salinity of
citizen of your
falls of the marble from step to step.—
the ocean must l>e steadily though very
town, a neighbor in your community, a
Chicago Post.
member of the family of Oceanville; as
slowly increasing, and there must l»e
pastor to have the oversight and care of
a
slowly proceeding corre«i>onding adafeA Boston Trip.
the flock of God. by my counsel and adtation of evolution among the inhabitIlavingju.it returned from Boston, l take
vice; as a preacher, to teach the gospel of
ants. l>oth animal and vegetable. The
this menus to tel! uiy friends and the public in
Christ, both by precept and example; but
general about some of the things that 1 bought
study of this subject and the effect
I am to occupy a higher place among you,
while there.
tin*
which
of
tho
increasing salinity
past
I am to be your minister.
Doubtless these
First we have quite an assortment of Bulbs,
must have had npon the progressive
older persons know what it is to minister,
H)aciuths, red, while, bliA and yellow, also
of
modifications
but as I want these small boys to under
organic life displayed the Sacred Chiueie Lily Bulbs both of which
w ithout
any trouble by simply
stand, I will explain by au illustration.
by fossils is. I think, worthy of more at- can b" grown
them in a Jardiniere Rose Bow lor
a
little
fellow
was
Suppose
trudging along tention than it has hitherto received nutting
v. ith a few pebbles in the bottom, then
Dish
the road carrying a heavy burden of stores
Irow paleontologists.—W. Mattien Wiluearly cover w ith w ater.
home to his dear mother, and he had beliams in Science.
Tulip Bulbs of different c olors for early out
come so weary as
to stagger under the
door plants; set them out this fall and they
load, and I should come along and say,
will blossom in the spring.
Her Point of View.
Jardinieres imported from England and Ger‘Charlie, let me carry your burdeo for
A charming lady of the old school, who
also some odd shapes in American
He
many,
ami
I
take
the
offer,
you.’
accepts my
is a member of one of the historical famFlower pots.
burden from his shoulders, bear it for
ilies
of
Our
line
of Lamps is without doubt the best
tliat
she
never
Massachusetts,
says
him and let him trip along lightly and
in the city, comprising Hand, Hanging, Stand,
goes by a statue of her most distinguished
blithely. I would be his minister. Jesus
Hall and Banquet Lamps of many different
feinsman without wishing it did not stand
said, *1 came not to be ministered unt »:
grades and prices. Be sure to come and look
there in the sun and in the storms.
but to roiniMt^r.’
lu tbe largest seuse I
the m over before purchasing. We hnve some
am to be your servant.
uuvtriurp m naiuooo
Christ sai<l, ‘He
winer
»» an
use
sne
rockets anu Music
biaiues.
peopio
says,
Stand*.
that will he greatest among you, let him
“but I do not. i don’t like to see my
Our
assortment
of
Games, Book* aud Toys
be .servant of all.’ In conclusion let me
cousin rained on, and I always feel it
was never better. Get your boy a steam
engine,
ask the prayers of all, both Christian an*l
when the snow falls.”—Boston Tranthat has a safety valve attachment so that he
non Christian, that God will
help me to be script.
can't get hurt and give him some practical lesan u, right
a kind
a

—
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LOSES

—Hill’s Hilr Renewer enjoys the confidence
and patronage of people all over tbe civilized
world who use it to restore and keep tbe hair
a natural color.
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generally known that
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Frazier. Georgia E.
■
oggius. En d W.
b»nes. Harry s
F.M’I.an a Ion. -The rank I* on a scale of
A rank of at least 7is required iu each j
»t udy. otherwise
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excellent work in
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Brown. Annie M
lurk. Harold H
Urippen. Anna K
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Moore. Everard ],
i.iles. Ethel M
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b'ties. Erastus
biy. Kate D.
M•».»re. Florence R
Shute. Jobu M
V\ alker.
Harry E.
Baker. Ida M.
Billings. Mildred
b llison. Bernard S
Rhodes. Hattie M
svvett. Florence i»
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plea to ail to take up in their might the duties,
large or small, which call us to action.
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of Sedgw i- k village.
church, since he assumed
narge ov* r the church, ha- raised fund-to
t-u; d a chape
buy an organ, put a new fur1,art under the
bureb f**r w arming the edifice,
an

-a\e

by using

According to the report of the Ellsworth
High school fur the term ending Dec. 7. lsjej,
[he following are the names of das* leaders

B‘>ns»

The-ermon at the Luitarian church la-t
>un»iay by Re\ Mrs. Cochrane, from the text.
Judges \ i.—14. **(i>» in tbi- thy might and thou
shalt

put in proper shape by the

but

ROM.
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market and

The

ith their rank in study and In deportment :
senior class, Harry E. Walker, ir.rj-1000; junior class. Annie M. Brown.
sophomore class. Hattie M. Rhodes. 1000-1000; freshman class. Idylt-ne M. Shute. '.*M l00n.
Average rank of tHe senior class. 930; junior da«*.
HO; sophomore class, N00; freshman class, sV..

nicely.

thi- fac-

purpose.
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-Mi-- Eva E. Aiken, a graduate of the Emfrom the spring for the
The company have been j erson School of Oratory Boston, w ill start a
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in session las*
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shaped emery wheel. The whole Thing i* a
very simple affair and could almost be packed
n an ordinary hand bag.

Master James E. Logan, son of Chi* f Engineer Logan, while running last Tuesday
morning, fell aud struck on a piece of a flower
pot w hich was frozen in the ground, cutting
hi-knee.
1»r. Manning was summoned who
-« wed
up the cut, and at present it is doing

>pring Company.
trade with the pro-
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any other convenient object. It
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E. K. Hopkins
out a good

busy turning

which is attached a crank which turns the
•niery wheel. The grinding gear is on a pivot
*nd can be so adjusted that the desired bevel
an be secured in
sharpening. The emery
w heel a- it
sharpen* the scythe is pushed forward by a spring while the scythe itself is held

seen

the

Monday.

:-!act!uii
now

itself

The Fir-t church. Deer I-le, Congregational. lie'. J. S. Richards, pastor, haadded to its member-hip ninety-four during
the past year, ail upon coufession of faith,
n* arly doubling itinembersbip. This, like
many of our country churches. Iscbieflva
feeder for th** city churches, no person having
come into it by letter for se veral years.

early in the
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mowing machine scythes. This apparatus I*
reported to he very simple and can be it-

worth.
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shopping in an Orland
paid for hi- purchases
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belli
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castings, turning-, etc. The firm is also
ru-hing to get out some patented articles, tin*
right of manufacturing w hich they have recently purchased from the Inventors. One of

by the n**w time-table of
the Mount Desert branch <>f the M. C. R. K
which went into effect the 1-t instant, the evening train for Bangor leaves this city at 5.0o.
instead of T* 40. as formerly. Thi- is the only

meal, 1 pound tea, 1 pouud
pouud- sugar, 1 pound soda, 1 gallon
.r -uap, l gallon molasses, 1-4
pouud
-•! i"ii v in« gar.
1 package spices
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—Deputy G. M. W.f S. I>. Wiggin assist J
by Deputy G. M. W., Geo. W. Higgins and
O. A. Tompkins, Installed the officers of Ells-

Water street, is

LAND

Distributing
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Flynt.

man\

reporting the- death of Mr-. Jnlia A.
Hoi kin- and Mr Samuel Frazier, a few week*
ago. trie re -id* nee of the former wa- given a*
Otis and that ot the latter a* Waltham.
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Howard Ii. Moore
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RECEIVES MINERAL SALT FROM

The following explanation was first
suggested to myself many years ago
when receiving my first lessons in prac
—George Foster and his schoolmate, Mr.
tical chemical analysis. The problem
Choate, who has been visiting here during their
j
then to he solved was tho. separation of
vacation, returned to Commercial school in
the bases dissolved in water by precipBoston. Saturday.
itating them one by one in a solid con—Charles Hodgkins, after a pleasant visit at
dition. filtrating away the water from
home. ha« torn himself .away from pie of his
the first, then from ibis filtrate preripmother’s making, to give bis attention to pi
itating the second, and so on until all
of his own making, in the Kennebec Journal
were separated or accounted for.
office. In that office Charlie doubtless has to
But in doing this there was one base
“toe the mark,’’ for one of the proprietors is a
that was always loft to the last on acBurleigh man, and the other has a heart of count of the
difficulty of combining it
S.

Lodge, No. 13. A. O. U. W., as follow**:
Eliner E. Rowe, P. M. \\\; John A. Lord,
M. W.; H. H. Holt, F.; A. R. Phillips, o.;
John E. Know lion. Recorder; Edw. F. Robinson. Financier; Lewis Friend, Receiver;
E. B. Treworgy. Guide; A. W. Austin, 1. W.;
Daniel Doyle, O. W.; Geo. R. Lowell, Trus-

—

V | $1800
other dav .on a policv on
husband. Mr. O’Conueil

her

Tuesday afternoon,

o’clock

W. Pettingill of West Sullivan,
on Saturday, on business.
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ing More Salty.

Mrs. Annie S. Cummings of Sullivan has
closed Lombardy cottage, and has gone to Boston to spend the winter with her brother, John

worth

Mr*. Cynthia, wife of John (ireeu Jordan.
E-q.. diet! last Saturday night, after a lingering illnesShe will l»e greatly missed in the
community in which she lived. Her husband
and family will have the fullest sympathy of
all w ho know them, in their affliction. 1 he

a
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Pearls** of this
ity will give the people of Bar llarlMir the
bent fit of their minstrelsy on Friday evening
of this week, and we congratulate tbe good I
tee.
people of that seaside village on the treat
—The foundry of J.
which Is in store for them.

apjiearance.
his

the

was

We hear that the “Smoked
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paired and put in excellent
I
counters and show-cases have
‘•ccii replaced ami painted and the floor and
w
arc
much unproved.
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store

It

Lamson is runniLg a one-horse
inter for the transportation
of passengers and baggage. On this public
conveyance, which is a great convenience, tbe
regular fare is only a dime between any two
points within the city proper.
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Tower and the room
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Saunders'barge.
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Tuesday evening,
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Mr. Martin

Thursday

their ball

>nt.:h lias hail tin inside of
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Several mcml>ers of the

hu» kboard this

At

lumber mill, Is at home for
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held the annua! meeting of the stockRurrill National Bank of this
city. Following are the names of the director-elected: ('. ('. Rurrill, John B. Redman.
Henry B. Cleaves. Janies F. Davis, Fred E.
Hartshorn, Newell B. Coolidge and Samuel J.
Morrison. Subsequently the directors re-elected Chas. C. Burrill. President
10.

portant business.

Joseph’s Catholic church

>:.

—Geo.
in this

holders of the

age.

to their club

for t lie

at six.
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years of
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—James E. Parsous, Esq., accompanied his
daughter. Miss Ethel, to Kent’s Hill last Saturday.where she will take a course of Instruction
at Kent’s Hill Seminary.
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ill !»e a full attendance of children un-
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city

the annual meeting of the stockholder!
First National Bank of this city, held
weeks. He will open it again in a
Tuesday forenoon, Jan. 10, the following di—The Woman's Club will meet next Saturrectors were elected: A. 1*. Wlswell, E. H.
day afternoon, Jan. 14th. at 2.30 o'clock.at Mrs. I
Greely, S. K. Whiting, Lewis Friend, L. A.
Ann F. Greely’s. All members are cordially
and Geo. P. Dutton. At a subsequent
invited.
Pf.r Order. * Emery
j meeting of the directors Hon. A. P. Wiswell
Rev. Wm. Forsyth of Bucksport will ;
w as chosen President.
preach at the Congregational church in this
—The attention of our readers is respectfully
city next Sunday, in exchange with Rev. I>.
called to the new advertisement of Whiting
L. Yale.
Bros, to be found In another column. They
—On and after next Sunday, meetings of the
have Just had
an
unprecedented January
Band of Mercy will beheld at the I'nitariati
mark-down of which their numerous patrons
vestry every Sunday evening at ."> 30 o'clock. in
a score of towns are reaping the benefit.
A full attendance is r«quested.
They have just received an immense lot of
A sjkvIhI meeting of the Woman’s Relief
bamburgs which are very handsome, and they
<”orps wili be held on Friday. Jan. 13. at 2 .‘10 are selling them at extremely low prices. All
I*. M.
All members are requested to be presdry goods are down to cost. It Is a great
ent and bring their badges.
chance for a bargain.
—The first meeting of tbe f. R.C., fortbe
Rev. Solomon Schindler, D. I)., who came
season, w as belli Tuesday evening. Rev. L. I>.
to this city la-t
week to officiate at the marCochrane was elected president. The meetings
riage of Mr. Isador L. Halinan and Miss Rose
will be held weekly during the winter.
B. Friend, Is one of the leading Jewish rabbis
—W. J. Logan, Esq., l>. l>. G. M., w ith the in the city of Boston. He Is a scholarly genassistance of Mr K. 11. Haskell, iu the capac- tleman and a very hard working man. He Is
ity of G. M.. installed the officers of Bluehili a regular contributor to some of the leading
Lodge of Odd Fellows, last Thursday evening. inagaxlnes and is prominently connected with
the associated charities of Boston. He Is also
The Good Will Farm Sewing School w ill
afternoon next at 2 o’clock, quite a noted lecturer.
open on
store

in

the winter.

—
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WHY THE SEA IS SALT

—Mr*. 8. W. Treworgy, the Evangelist, of
Surry, baa gone to Milbrldge to labor with
the Rev. G. E. Edgatt.
—Miss Lucy R. Osgood returned to Mt. !
Holyoke Seminary last week.
—Mr. Jamea Bartlett of this city, who haa
been employed in Bath for aeveral years as

—There will ba a Tennyson high tea at the
Congregational vestry Thursday evening, Jan
19, from 6 to 7 o'clock. The after tea program
will comprise music, recitations, etc. Admission, 10 cents; admission, including, supper,
25 cents.

—We bear that the Rev. Mr. Noble has been
called to the pastorate of the Free Baptist
church in this city.

W

PERSONALS.

—

—Mr. Pullen's juvenile class iu dancing will
Monday in Hancock Hall directly
after the afternoon session of school.

Advertisements.

Total estimate

The Baptist sewing circle will meet li
their vestry this (Wednesday) afternoon anc
evening. All are welcome.

happy.

meet next

City and County.
New

by location of roads, $300.
$23 000 00

—

year for#l. irt. It is necessary to send a
cabinet or card pantograph "dh order.
Our readers had ? ttcr send for a sample
copy Of The ree »Tess and learn the par
tlculars of this remarkable offer which
thousands are taking advantage of.
lw2

hereby give public notice to
ail concerned, that they have been duly appointed and have taken upon themselves the

THE

[
I

subscribers

trust of executors of the last will and testament
of Hiram Flye, late of Tremont in the county of
Hancock, deceased, by giving bond as the law
directs, and James Flye has appointed Geo. R.
Fuller his attorney in Maine; they therefore re
quest all persons who are Indebted to said deceased’s estate, to make iminedtate payment, and
those who have any immediate demands thereon
to exhibit the same for settlement.
TOUDELL J. FLYE, \
E*ecutorsJAMES
\

FLYE,

Geo. R. Fuller, of Tremont,
James Flye.
December 19th, A. D. 1992.

attorney of said
3w52

usmmuBui!
The Faivorlte

Newspaper

in Hancock

County!

The AMKRICAN is confidently rt ■ommended as the best and cheapest, is
it is the oldest and largest, uewspap r
published in Hancock Co. Its constat
Iv increasing subscription list prov s
that the strong hold it has maintain d
for so many years upon the popular 1 -gard rests upon the basis of genui .e
merit.
Term*

of

Subiirriptlon.

One copy, if paid strictly in
11.50.
advance,
All arrearages for whatever leng h
of time are reckoned at the rate
f
12 .00 per year.
Send the paper
wherever they are.
to see it.
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New York Fashions.
NOTES ANl>

FfKS: JEWELRY

ANSWERS.

Sharp weather and also the fact that
furs are now reduced greatly below fall
prices, have produced much Activity in the

That

,

trade, because not a few persons w ait uutil after New Year to purchase
Especially is this the case In regard to articles of

introduction, since they are sure to
be fashionable next season, while,as we all
know, a first-class fur garmeut can be
altered to suit occasion. Good fur ludeed
rcceut

Pie

is like diamonds,

safe

a

while peculiarly dressy.

Investment and

Is economical, be-

lasting.

cause so

riv al!.

hv P,.r«.iat> ’uni1,

.r

mil L

but genuine competition, according to C.
Shayne of Forty-Second street, who is

authority in furs, can only come from otter, which though more expensive pays in
the end, as it wears a third longer. The
high novelty of the season. Is the cape
i had for dinner
the best I

w as

mantle in

seal, trimmed with wolverine
and the very full shoulder cape being re-

ate.

ever

movable,

alone on mild days.
The rage for short boas with the animal s
head and claw s attached, will continue and

t hink, to COTTOLLNC, the
and successful shortening.
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here small jewels set
close together form patterns, as for example, when a river of rubies is made to
how ou a bed of pearls.
A collar of tinkind is made of sixteen hundred small
to

collars

to gems
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Pendants are very fashionable
the majority so devised as to be worn
either as pendant or brooch. Small chatand
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‘Catherine L.’’ A dress recently made
over in this city will serve as a model. The
material was green camel's hair that had
been

for two years. It was turned,
re-cut and trimmed in dashing style, by a
band of crimson velvet headed by gilt
worn

around
sleeves

the

bottom

of

the

skirt.

The

lar<:e puffs of crira><>n velvet
with cuffs of camel’s hair trimmed by
gilt passementerie. Bands of gilt passementerie on the waist and outlining
were

crimson velvet front piece that reached
from waist to shoulders with deep curve
a

Medical \\ >rk published?
?
A. 1’. i>RI»W ay & (<|
e a
py, free.

lyr4T*4thpnrm

in the centre. A soft velvet puffing around
the short pointed basque. The general effect was so rich that the eye was diverted
from comparatively plain material and the
gown

was

not

too

gay for

a

tall, slender

of pale complexion.
There is a furor for yellow, not only in
dress, but in household decorations and especially floral additions.
“U. T.” Box capes from twenty to
wearer

twenty-two inches long in seal or miuk
are comfortable for wiuter and
appropriate
in summer.
Luck* Carter.

Physician
ibout 1 lorsford’s
Bread Prej>aratn>n.
It is a ]mre, healthful and nutritious
| >< >\vder, and supplies
the system with the
]>hosj)hates of which
line Hour is deprived.
A>k

your

AND

School of Shorthand &
390

Congress St.,

Typewriting,

opp.

City Hall,

PORTLAND, ME.
Send
n.

for

Catalogue.

A. GRAY & SON,

Address

Pronictdrs

6mos34

“Given up to Die"

and

particularly those which arc not directly subject to the will.
Although one yaw ning does n«>t present
a very
agreeable appearance, it Is very

agreeable
oneself, for the stretching *>f
the muscles causes a feeling of comfort;
lik«* massage, ami is the most naturn) gymnastics .»f the luugs imaginable.
Dr. Naegeli. therefore, advises people not
to concern themselves with so railed decency, but every morning andeveuing. and
it acts

often as possible, to exercise the lungs
all the muscles of respiration by yawning and stretching, as many chronic lung
troubles may thu- be prevented.
wax
in the ear. accompanied with pain, to yawn often and deeply
The pain will soon disappear
He also, in
the case of nasal catarrh. Inflammation of

the palate, sore throat, and earache, orders the patient, as often as possible during each day. to yawn from six to fn
times

successively,

swallow.

Hi Thanks God for Sam and Prays
for Its Snfffss.
Lf.avk*worth, Kansas, Ang. 1% 1505.#
I deem It my duty to tender this my tcstlmnnial as an offer of gratitude for what
•*Klckap<K> Indian Sagwa lias don*' for me.
Ic ne out of the army in the fall of 't», br<v
down by chronic dyspepsia in its worst
and
h1<o
of
tha
m»
cnlargmn.-nt
.rt
I consulted
l*--t
the
physicians,
and visited institutions in the Fast .And one
and all tohl me tin* same thing, —I never
could get w. I.
Bv sugge-tion of an old comrade / took
Kichttpoo I ml tan <n>nr.i, arui thank tlod for it.
8agwa has c nnifr ! my life from misery
and pain to one "f health :»•' triad ness, and
I can now citt anvtmn^ witn->ut ll-treas. Mv
heart is all right and mvfrUu Is are astonished.
The ph\ .•'.an who knew of mv case and
heanl of iin
ud t int a medicine that
la capable .»f ma
ng
j<-h •» enr**. he n<*t only
endorses but cu«-crfuliy recommends to anyone.

If this testimonial comes under the notice
of any so Iter who is
I
ng, let him take
the w-*rd of an o. ; .-«»-n
uv a
bottle of
Indian s-sgwa at •'it**.-, and »nn\ «o* I prosper
t
ie
ss
with
suer*
of
tliis
you
remedy is tha
grateful prayer of
INMKS IV A BRIN F. R.

If

one

KICKAPOO INDIAN
Sold by all
cap Ufa
OHUVTH.
Druggists.
$1 per bottle 6 bottles for $5.
Send three 2-cent

Pppr f
age,

and

thrilling

stamps to pay postwill

we

you free

mail

r

intensely Interesting

and

book of 173 pages, entitled
LIFE
AND SCENES AMONC THE KICKAPOO INDIANS."

Care* Scratche*. Cut*, ball*. Mud Scald*,
A5Y other similar trouble.

S3B.
75.
IOO.
W. A. P.11'1,, M. !»., Hork Ulan*.

Of

Tells all about the Indians.

|

HEALY A BICELOW,
321 Crand Avenue,
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Coiistitutiou ..f i.-•.«• >. r.«
-ause. by Section 1*4 of the new instrument.
married women are fully emancipated fr<>m all di-ability on account of
iu

the

Tuesday*, Thursday* and

‘iatur

I

Tone.

Losses

l Ellsworth Real Estate Co.,
V. President and Mnnngrr.

lot* for -ale

u-e

pleased
buying.

show

to

on

easy

and the

Legislature is deprived
of all power to create by law auy distinction between the right- of men and women
coverture,

to

acquire,

own,

enj

>y and

dispose

«

f ail

kind- of property, or their right to tontrat t in reference thereto.
Mi--;-- pp: haled in the race for the emancipation of
she tir-t. by statute gav.
them property right.-; she. flr.-t of all
States, fully emancipated them by legislative act, and she is first to tlx woman’s
entire emancipation from all disability,
married

•»n

women :

account

tional
well

.aw.

of coverture, iu
Of this lead,

Shall

terms.

( has. A. Allen &

over-indulgence

box of
sweets, that a dose of piils will undo the
evil of over eating, or that a day spent in
dawdling will offset the injury of a night
spent in dancing. The best housekeeper
to take entire charge of our tenement of
in

a

clay Is Mother Nature, and, like all other
housekeepers, she is very partial to the
virtue of cleanliness. Dr. Willard Parker
says that “women make themselves portable machines for effete matter.
Their
cry oat when fed by dirty blood,
and the cry is called neuralgia.” Breathe
clear air from morning to night, and from
nerves

night to morning again, and you will be
rewarded by a lightness of spirit that the
largest drug store Is powerless to bestow.
Eat clean food

(food

that is not greasy
nor spicy nor hard of digestion) and yon

or

Ellsworth,
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Love of Flowers.

Tlie term liana. used by the Japanese, includes the blossom clad stems and branches of flowering plants and trees, and even
the stumps and branches of flowerless

a common
a

body

causes

principle in

I

I

:

cents

Works,

i

!ril*4thpi:rn

Nope
Sucb
CONDENSED

that
and
become

expand,
or

smaller. Now,it is impossible for a spherical
body,with a solid surface,to become smaller
without forming upon its surface dents
aDd ridges, or depressions and elevations.
As the ancient earth became still cooler
and smaller, after having first formed a
crust, it was natural that this crust should
become irregular iu shape, producing low
and high places. The water naturally
sank into the lower places, leaving the elevated regions as continents.
The continents that thus first appeared
above water were very small, and gradually increased in size, extending their coasts
as the continued shrinking of the crust
raised them more and more above the level of the water. The first appearance of
the North American continent was in a
small, angular section, extending from the
Great Lakes northeast to Labrador, and
northwest to the Arctic Ocean.— Winslow's

Principles of Agriculture.

CONSUMPTION

LIVERPOOL.
Incorporated In l*3fi.

EATON. Res. Manager.
Geo. VV. Hoyt, Deputy

s.

estate

owned

unlncuinUied,

Pile* of

Manager.

Harper’s Weekly,
American.
Price of ii vRPKK's

by the company,
$1,574,500

t\ipce
AVcat
Makes

every-day convenience of an
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at ail Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
imitations—and insist on having the
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PATENT,

ELLSWORTH,

1,014,766

(

6

111,935*2
2,896 83
4,049 48
196,604 61

assets

Perhaps the

are not using "Grains
l>ecaust* it costs -Jar more than many
brands of Hour. Idd you ever think
a
sum it is that prevents your getting
reason

of Gold" is
other good
how small
THE BEST?

you

The Atlantic
WPh tlie American, one
Price of the Atlantic M«.n

1,808,886 50 i

Agent.

WESTERN

PAIN KILLING

TICKET_

Tickets to

Chicago

Real

owned

unincumbered,

by

of

OIL I
CITIES

Rheumatism,

Neuralgia, Lameness,
Toothache, Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Burns, Sprains, Strains,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Dyspepsia,
Sour Stomach, &c.
Sold Everywhere. 25 cents.
Hca<la< he.

accommodations

second class pasat
Lowest
Kates. For full
sengers

$307,00T. 00

Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the company, via.: commissions, etc.,
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus,
Capital actually paid up in cash,

with

G.

W.

CLIFFORD,
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TREATED

No 't-ir«ia».

BY

Send 6

ELLSWORTH,

MUSIC DEALER,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Brincb at Bar Harbor during the aununer

to

Surplus

S300.000

4,052,744 69

Special Agents Wanted.

PRETESTS

MAINE.

Winter term begin, Tuesday. Dec.e, 1892. A
of two veer, entitle, to atete diploma.
Tuition free.
Good boar* la chibs, tnclndlag
rent of room, expense of oooklag, wood, etc., lese
than 92-50 a week. For Catalogue, or particulars,
adrtnm
course

ALBBBT F. BICBABMOM, Principal.

I

Ift.fXSt
nog Complaint* and
Female Weakprice, 25

era.

CUNICULOCUS MILLS,
EGYPT.
We are now getting out lumber to build a saltwater slip in the early spring. This will enable
roodsmen living near the bay to laud their lumber with convenience at our mills. We are prepared to do first class work, Sawing, Planing,
Tongue and Grooving, Ac.

•wtt

This Order Is authorized to do business In the
of Maine. The Heat Endowment Plan in the
world. Absolutely safe and sound. Splendid Inducements to good men. Mention paper. Write to
KING & CO., 8 Union Square, New York City,
or to F. W. LAPHAM, Box 746, Watervtlle, Maine.
JF* Always mention experience and references
ft roos52
State

MAINE.

STATE NORIAL SCHOOL.

)

particulars

M. r. UTOEI. M SICKEN S TIEITEI. CIIMCO. ILL

19,567 15
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stamps Ibr

$483,366 00
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BOOK-BINDERS,
Bangor, Maine.
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Hatch of fa-tin. \-\
da ted tie fwriit
d
l-’.d. and n-.-onl. ■! it. rr
Ilanr.H k Iie-.i*trv
I»..d- Ih
j.,o |\t_.
otiv.-y.-d to danu Harr Vine-, certain par* l- d
< a-tiiic, in
r.-al e-tate situated
tie- .-■.ui.r
I lain a. k. to wit
The hum. -t. ad farm
-aid
Hatch, toy:, ther with a lot of land near Mo..r.
t ove. *0 railed, and another tract ..f land
known
a* tinI’m.- l.ota!. ..f ih«. -an..
it..' lln- i.r* n
i- .-"iiv.- ed to -aid llati li I.. W lilian, U Hat. h
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Assortment of Ladies.
Misses’ & Uiildren's

THE

Holiday Trade
-HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED-

Now

AttliSWMssrfc
35 MAIN

STREET.

PRESEATS without number!
Clarion Ranges, Coal Stoves,
YVood Stoves, Delicate China
Ware, Plain and Ornamented
Crockery, Mass Ware, Tin

MORANG.
:

J.P.ELDRIDGE.
Ellsworth, Dec. 11,1892.
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J. Leach.

Maurice Downey.

R. J. LEACH & CO..
Marketmen and Dealers In
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J flat

Wae, Cutlery, Knives and
Forks, Spoons of all kinds.
Aapkin Rings, (inns, etc.,!
and a grt al variety of knickknacks.
Come ! Seeing is believing.

Open.

C. L.

If you wish lo combine ihe
useful with Ihe beautiful, you
will iintl here what you want
in gnat variety. HOLIDAY
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Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens.)
2,547,396 7~
Stocks and bonds owned by the com4,543,880 00
pany, market value,
Loans secured by collaterals,
142,700 00
Cash in the company’s principal office
and in bank,
770,(138 72
Interest due and accrued,
27,635 13
Premiums in due course of collection,
66*.951 19
Other properties,
274,616 23
Aggregate of all the admitted assets ofthe company at their actual value, $9,278,220 Ou
Net
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“IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM.

Ids. Co. of North America,
Capital Paid up In Cash, $3,000,000 00
ASSETS, DEC.31,1891.

and

Haneoek County Pub. Co.,

MAINE.

Incorporated In 1794. Coln^need B usiness In 1792
Charles Platt, President.
Secretary, Greville E. Fryer.
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little Men and Women.
$6.00 Per Barrel. Our
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2o Kilby St., Boston, Mass.
Capital paid up in cash,
$1,500,000 00.

Aggregate amount of liabilities including net surplus,

CATARRH

1 *».

With the American, !>•• year, for only fT/-i
Price of XV ilk Aw'ikk aimie b fi 4<*. \t the
head of Young Peoples Magazinepages
every number. Perfect entertainment.

PAIGE, Resident Manager.

of the company at their actual value, 1,806,686 50
LIABILITIES DEC. SI, ISM.
amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
98,672 47
Amount required to safely re insure
all outstanding risks,
880,458 00
All other demands against the company, viz.: commissions, etc.,
36,090 54
Total amount of liabilities,
1,010,22101
Surplus beyond all liabilities,
793,665 49

for Catarrh, Deafness, Colds. Sore Throat,
Hoarseness, Headache, Fetid, Sickening
Breath ; Restores the Voice, Sense of
Smell, etc. Try it! 50c. by Druggists or
mail. A. F. feVOR V Ac
304 17th 81., Browklyi# N. Y.
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best remedy for headache
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successfully pressed, so the tradition goe>,
by a member who was less actuated by
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cooling
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With

proud. She has been followed
aud is being followed by every State in
the I'niou, aud by England as well, from
whose laws the doctrines of coverture
were derived.
Let it not Is- forgotten,
however, whence came to u- the conception. It is said, and it i- no doubt true,
that our first married woman’s law. “the
statute of l-.’if.” embodied and was suggested by the tribal custom- of the f’Uickasaw
Indians, who lived in our bonier.-.
We hail as well recall another tradition;

The
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Is composed of pure and wholesome ingredients, and is tho most roliablo
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admiration for the customs of the Chickasaw's, or a sense of justice to women,
than by a desire to marry a rich widow
and enjoy her property free from liability
to his creditors, both of which, it i.- said,
he did soon after his bill becam** a law.
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II T. SAMldKN, Agent, Bangor.
E. ?>. J. MoKsK, Agent, Barlfart»or.
WILLIAM H HILL. Genera. Manager, Boston
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From Boston, Monday*. Wednesday* and Frllay s. at 4 (JU V M.
► rom Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. at n!«out ic A. M .or u|*>n arrival of
steamer from Boston.
rrom Sorrento, Mondays, We«!nesday* and Friat A no A
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Vho«pi3|C«H(b Bronchitis v A*’ v. •

Old and Reliable

Steamer*’Ml Desert,'* Capt W < \»»telle.will j
Bar Harltor, Monday-. Wednesdays and
iejite
touching al Northeast
Fridays, at 1 ««** A. M
HarlMtr, Southwest Hart»or, ’-wan's Island and
Green's Landing, connecting at Rockland with

hill ot rights of the

Constitution <*f Is

Son,

»*,

ELY BROTHERS. 64 Wui* BA, Sew York. Prteo so

RIHNO

RETURNING.
From Boston, Monday, Wednesday an I Friday
at 4 no I* M.
rom RtiCkl ind, Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday at k on A M --r upon "arrival of steamer from
Boston, touching at ait landing*.

l>e

H

6l

Eppcs

i

20 Main Street.

lytrhgmo

.SINOn

BANGOR LINE.
Steamer* will leave Bangor for Hampden, Win
lerport, Buck-port, Sears port, Belfast. C amden,
Ibx-ki.tnd and Boston. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at It.0*' A. M.

r-

unu

D. H.
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THAT To

For Sorrento,

ft
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meeting -f t!

I'rousions.

Low as the Lowest.
Get prices and he convinced.

if

Mississippi.

annual

[Yas I’offipe anil
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KINDS,

Water Street.

—

and shrubs.
The blossom is regarded s but one deHealth as a Science.
tail of the composition, of little artistic
value disassociated from the parent stem
The house that the soul inhabits was in- and from those lines of
growth which imtended to be strong, useful and beautiful. part to it its character. The branches of
When the Creator placed Eve beside Adatn certain evergreens and other flowerless trees
and plants hold the highest rank, such, for
(not on a pedestal above him or on a footexample, as the pine, the cedar, the fir. and
stool beneath him) he no more intended the
maple.
ihat she should be a sickly, nervous, narThe flower sellers in Japan invariably
more bunches of greenery than flowcarry
row-waisled, troubled-faced weakling than
and the tiny vases placed before the
that Adam should be so. Both of them ers,
innumerable Buddhas, in wayside shrines,
were pronounced
“very good," a verdict have seldom bright blossoms, but always
which could not truthfully be given upon ! sprigs of cryptomeria, maple, or shrub
the physical health of the majority of branches; and it is astonishing how pretiy
and artistic a Japanese gardener will make
civilized women to-day. How have we a bunch of
green that we would scorn.
fallen from onr high estate? Simply and
An artistic gentleman who has been in
solely through ignorance. Many of us do Japan some time said that, at first, he of
ten thought he could improve the appearnot know how to prevent disease, and we
ance of a basket or vase of flowers after
do not care to learn. We fight off pain
the gardener had brought them in, so he
and sickness by the drug habit, which
would add a touch ol color, or take away
some writer baa said is the modern
equiva- a bit of green ; but he invariably found he
bungled, for the first arrangement was betj lent of the ancient compact with the ter, aud he soon learned
not to alter it.
devil. Just as men were fabled to purIn going up the mountains or along the
: chase immunity from care
by selling tbeir level rice fields, the bright coolies quickly
see if their jiurikisba occupant is fond of
| souls to the devil, so the modern feminine
bundle of nerves buys exemption from flowers, and in a very careless and hap
hazard way,
will pluck a blosi pain by the daily use of drugs. But we som here andapparently,
there, and soon present an
| are not intended to suffer pain—we were artistic bouquet. The love for flowers
} never meant to be diseased. It is true that and their arrangement seem to be natural
characteristics of the entire Japanese naour bodies are often
poor enocgh to begin tion.
Tiny children, who can scarcely
with. We inherit asthma, or boils, or contoddle about on their wooden clogs, have,
, sumption, or debility, or a disease
in
nine
cases
out of ten, a bunch of flowers
begin*
ning with some other letter of the alpha- or greenery clutched tightly in their small
bet, but this affliction is not sent to teach fingers; and they find beauty in the commonest wayside weed.—From “Japanese
us resignation—it is sent to teach us deterFloral Arrangements.” in btmorfsis Famimination. Health is a science just as ly Maqazint for January.
much as astronomy and algebra are, and
its principles can be mastered by study
Continents.
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FTA Large Variety Of FURNISHING GOODS at
Bottom Prices.
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CHANGE IN TIME.
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Boston anti Baonor Steamship Co.
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Chairman of the Hoard sf Directors.
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Dr Naegeli orders the patient troubled
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IOK Till SEXT Til I It it luv,

In Blue, Brown and Black,

CURE:

“I have been in the heavy hauling busifor twenty five years, and it is the
only thing I have ever found that would
cure a bad galled shoulder and vork the
horse alt the time .**
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and practice. It is sbeer ignorance to suppose that a bottle of bitters will make
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easily heard, and yawn deeply. During
this deep breathing the sound of the clock
is not perceptible to the most careful listening. All this simply goes t»» show that
yawning sets a number of muscles to work,

-i-sippi

pin.-

serpents, one reason f--r
choice, being the unusual prominem e
of green iu dre»s.
Necklaces are in particular demand, from the slender gold
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sufficient distance
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much variety as to design, this being readily accounted for by the fact that
they chiefly simulate the innumerable company of flowers, contrast and still greater
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one

entation of

are
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half seconds for it to become noticeable to
the hearing. In order to observe this, let

looks upon
rua-sage for certain organs, he

uote been recently introduced and the
qui.-e .-etting yet lead-. As hitherto,

j

i.'io'nd

ginning of the inspiration a cracking noise
is heard in the ears, a proof that the duct
leading to the hearing also succumbs to
this stretching.
If the yawning has reached the deepest
point it will require fiom one to one and a

.surrounded by the first-named gt-ms.
Bracelets are still .-lender, with c entral flui-h of jewels, nor in ring- has anything <*f

1;. r40nrn.4llip

^TRUTHS FOR THE

tongue becomes round and arched, the palate stiffly stretched,
and the uvula is
raised, almost entirely closing the space
between the nose and throat. At the be-
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attention especially

vuir

Don’t tail

Price Small.

our

A customer

believing.”

We cal!

out.

You may not be so afflicted, but can
you say the same of your horse?
J. F. Wilson, a Belfast, Maine,
teamster, says of

-tones

PORTLAND. ME

] German

Tr atment
C. Morrison,
worth-

th

mouth,

to

new
ideas. Ear-rings remain
small and usually so precious in character
that they are almost exclusively worn on
dress occasions, diamonds or pearls taking
the lead, with a small complement of rare

FAIRBANK S: CO.,
>'

the

must

chronicle rather a continuance of
what has been found pleasing, than a pres-

CHICAGO. ILL., ar
Slav.* Stree‘. BOSTON.
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worn

liROCER
IT.

K.

be

a better
genuine mink now sells for
quality for $* and the handsomest for $10.
Hudson Bay sable boas are from $10 to
$30.

AJsK voi r

N.

can

Inside

to

SEAI-NKIN
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short time, the eyes are almost or entireears somewhat
raised, the

nostrils dilated.

Fashion Correspondent.

York

ho yaw ns to his heart's content also raises and extends the arms.
In the deepest
inspiration the chest remains extended for

HABITS.

Treatment.

and he

for ••sci‘i::g is
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Injurious Results from

No

Our Stuck i« Large hut
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BARGAINS

Men’s, Youths’& Boys’ Clothing.

J

It has these advantages over the Keeley System
that It causes NO SOKE r A RMS and the patient
can attend to hi* regular business. Treatment
Confidential if desired; and *Monry refunded If the Patient is Not Satisfied-

ly closed, the

the

w

OPIUM

w
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-and-

In yawning, not only the muscles which
move the lower jaw are used, but also the

Master, we Thy keys.
The anthem of the destinies !
The minor of Thy loftier strain.
Our hearts shall breathe the old refrain,
Thy will be done !
—John G. }\~hitl\rr.

dyer's Gtierrv Pectoul

Sure Cure

a

Tobacco, Liquor

i

ment.

It. for the age to come, this hour
Of trial hath vicarious power.
And, blest by Thee, our present pain
Be Liberty’s eternal gain,
Thy will be done.

■

This Treatment is

According to current ideas, yawning in
good society is an impioper sign of weariness; according to the teachings of physiology, it is a long drawn, forcible inspiration, followed by a shorter respiration ; according to Dr. Naegeli. it is one of nature’s many remedies, the proper application of which depends uponfgood judg-

as

And if. in our unworthiness.
Thy sacrificial wine we press;
It from Thy ordeal's heated bars
Our feet are seamed with crimson
Thy w ill be done !

th* angels.— VT(tts

ith

w

GREAT

-or-

-FOR-

Though
yet in tint and line
We trace Thy picture’s wise design.
And thank Thee that our age supplies
Its dark relief of sacrifice.
Thy will be done!

1

>

LIQUOR CUBE 00.

Yawn all You Please.

We take with solemn thankfulness
Our burden up, nor ask it less,
And count it joy that even we
May suffer, serve or wait for Thee,
Whose will be done !
dim

fai has j»i o\ .I itself a
for
l.ls. roughs, ami
i-i.-r- of the throat and
\Y 1
r
'!.. ;.|. N Ii
t't
y ars I have been taking
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f,»i lungtrotiMes. ami
ili.it its ii-.f has
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u-'iiali\ in small doses,
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agreeable to
interfere vith digestion,
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It is

i•;« p nations.

.ti

;

l'

be mate-fellow
and Daughter*

The flesh may fail, the heart may faint.
But who are we to make complaint.
Or dare to plead, in times like these,
The weakness of our love of ease ?
Thy will be done!

I FALL AND WINTER OPENING

THE MORRELL

the elevating and tranquillizing effect it
has on the mind. Think clean thoughts,
and the body as well as the soul will seem
to

untamed membrane,
As a iermd\ f» colds,

!!:

■>

will be nourished and made strong by the
only genuine Mood purifier In the market.
Bathe in clean water every day, and note

ad fed M,
Fruil and Vegetables,
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and Wool Skins.
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